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ORDERED SET PARTITIONS, GARSIA-PROCESI MODULES,
AND RANK VARIETIES
SEAN T. GRIFFIN
Abstract. We introduce a family of ideals In,λ,s in Qrx1, . . . , xns for λ a partition of k ď n
and an integer s ě `pλq. This family contains both the Tanisaki ideals Iλ and the ideals In,k
of Haglund-Rhoades-Shimozono as special cases. We study the corresponding quotient rings
Rn,λ,s as symmetric group modules. When n “ k and s is arbitrary, we recover the Garsia-
Procesi modules, and when λ “ p1kq and s “ k, we recover the generalized coinvariant
algebras of Haglund-Rhoades-Shimozono.
We give a monomial basis for Rn,λ,s in terms of pn, λ, sq-staircases, unifying the mono-
mial bases studied by Garsia-Procesi and Haglund-Rhoades-Shimozono. We realize the
Sn-module structure of Rn,λ,s in terms of an action on pn, λ, sq-ordered set partitions. We
find a formula for the Hilbert series of Rn,λ,s in terms of inversion and diagonal inversion sta-
tistics on pn, λ, sq-ordered set partitions. Furthermore, we prove an expansion of the graded
Frobenius characteristic of our rings into Gessel’s fundamental quasisymmetric basis.
We connect our work with Eisenbud-Saltman rank varieties using results of Weyman. As
an application of our results on Rn,λ,s, we give a monomial basis, Hilbert series formula,
and graded Frobenius characteristic formula for the coordinate ring of the scheme-theoretic
intersection of a rank variety with diagonal matrices.
1. Introduction
The goal of this paper is to unify the representation theory and combinatorics of the
generalized coinvariant algebras Rn,k introduced by Haglund, Rhoades, and Shimozono [16],
and the singular cohomology rings Rλ of the Springer fibers introduced by T. A. Springer
[27, 28]. On the one hand, the generalized coinvariant algebras are graded modules of the
symmetric group whose combinatorics are controlled by ordered set partitions. On the
other hand, the cohomology rings of Springer fibers are graded modules of the symmetric
group whose combinatorics are controlled by tabloids. We introduce a family of rings Rn,λ,s
which are graded modules of the symmetric group whose combinatorics are controlled by
pn, λ, sq-ordered set partitions. We recover the rings Rn,k and Rλ as special cases of our
rings. Furthermore, we show that the rings Rn,λ,s have connections to the geometry of rank
varieties defined by Eisenbud and Saltman [7]. These rank varieties are not to be confused
with the rank varieties of Billey and Coskun [1]. In particular, we obtain a formula for the
Hilbert series and graded Frobenius characteristic of QrOn,λ X ts, the coordinate ring of the
scheme-theoretic intersection of a rank variety with diagonal matrices.
Let us recall the generalized coinvariant algebras Rn,k. Fix positive integers k ď n, and
let xn “ tx1, . . . , xnu be a set of n commuting variables. Let Qrxns be the polynomial
ring on the variables xn with rational coefficients, and let Sn be the symmetric group of
permutations of 1, 2, . . . , n. We consider Qrxns as a Sn-module, where Sn acts by permuting
the variables. For 1 ď d ď n, let edpxnq be the elementary symmetric polynomial of degree d
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in the variables xn, defined by edpxnq “ ř1ďi1ă¨¨¨ăidďn xi1xi2 ¨ ¨ ¨ xid . The ideal In,k is defined
to be
In,k :“ xxk1, xk2, . . . , xkn, enpxnq, en´1pxnq, . . . , en´k`1pxnqy Ď Qrxns.(1.1)
Haglund, Rhoades and Shimozono defined the generalized coinvariant algebra Rn,k to be the
quotient ring Rn,k :“ Qrxns{In,k. Since In,k is homogeneous and stable under the action of
Sn, the quotient ring Rn,k has the structure of a graded Sn-module. When k “ n, then it
can be shown that (see [16, Section 1])
In,n “ xe1pxnq, . . . , enpxnqy “ xQrxnsSn` y,(1.2)
which is the ideal generated by the homogeneous positive degree invariants of Qrxns. Hence,
Rn,n is the well-known coinvariant algebra.
We also recall some standard terminology in order to state our main results. A weak
ordered set partition of rns is a partitioning of the set rns into an ordered list of subsets
B1, . . . , Bk, where we allow Bi to be empty in general. We denote such an ordered set
partition by pB1|B2| ¨ ¨ ¨ |Bkq. Let OPn,k be the collection of ordered set partitions of rns into
k nonempty blocks. The size of OPn,k is easy to compute in terms of Stirling numbers of
the second kind,
|OPn,k| “ k! ¨ Stirpn, kq.(1.3)
The group Sn acts onOPn,k by permuting the letters 1, 2, . . . , n. Define the usual q-analogues
of numbers, factorials, and multinomial coefficients,
rnsq :“ 1` q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` qn´1, rns!q :“ rnsqrn´ 1sq ¨ ¨ ¨ r1sq,(1.4) „
n
a1, . . . , ar

q
:“ rns!qra1s!q ¨ ¨ ¨ rars!q ,
„
n
a

q
:“ rns!qras!qrn´ as!q .(1.5)
Let x “ px1, x2, . . . q be an infinite set of variables, and let Qrrxss be the formal power
series ring over the rational numbers in the variables x. Given f P Qrrxssrqs, let f “
a0`a1q`¨ ¨ ¨`anqn be its expansion as a polynomial in q with coefficients in Qrrxss. Define
revqpfq “ an ` an´1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` a0qn.
Given two sequences of nonnegative integers pa1, . . . , arq and pb1, . . . , bsq, a shuffle of these
two sequences is an interleaving pc1, . . . , cr`sq of the two sequences such that the ai appear
in order from left to right and the bi appear in order from left to right. An pn, kq-staircase
is a shuffle of the sequence p0, 1, . . . , k´ 1q and the sequence ppk´ 1qn´kq consisting of k´ 1
repeated n´ k many times [16].
Haglund, Rhoades, and Shimozono proved that Rn,k has the following properties which
generalize the well-known properties of the coinvariant algebra [16].
‚ The dimension of Rn,k is given by dimQpRn,kq “ |OPn,k| “ k! ¨Stirpn, kq. The Hilbert
series is
HilbqpRn,kq “ revqprks!q ¨ Stirqpn, kqq “
ÿ
σPOPn,k
qcoinvpσq,(1.6)
where Stirqpn, kq is a well-known q-analogue of the Stirling number of the second kind,
and where coinv is the coinversion statistic on ordered set partitions, respectively.
See [34] for more details on ordered set partition statistics.
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‚ The set of monomials
An,k “ txa11 ¨ ¨ ¨ xann : pa1, . . . , anq is component-wise ď some pn, kq-staircaseu(1.7)
represents a basis of Rn,k, generalizing the Artin basis of the coinvariant algebra. As
a consequence, we have |An,k| “ |OPn,k|.
‚ As Sn-modules,
Rn,k –Sn QOPn,k,(1.8)
where QOPn,k is the vector space over Q whose basis is indexed by OPn,k and whose
Sn-module structure is induced from the natural action of Sn on OPn,k permuting
the letters 1, . . . , n.
‚ The graded Sn-module structure of Rn,k can be expressed in terms of the dual Hall-
Littlewood functions Q1µpx; qq as follows,
FrobqpRn,kq “ revq
«ÿ
µ
q
řk
i“1pi´1qpµi´1q
„
k
m1pµq, . . . ,mnpµq

q
Q1µpx; qq
ff
,(1.9)
where the sum is over partitions µ of n into k parts. See Section 2 for all undefined
terminology.
‚ The Sn-module Rn,k is related to the Delta Conjecture of Haglund, Remmel, and
Wilson [15]. Precisely, Haglund, Rhoades, and Shimozono [16] proved that
FrobqpRn,kq “ prevq ˝ ωqCn,kpx; qq,(1.10)
where Cn,kpx; qq is the expression in the Delta Conjecture at t “ 0.
‚ More recently, Pawlowski and Rhoades [23] proved that Rn,k is isomorphic to the
rational cohomology ring for the space of spanning line arrangements Xn,k. Their
result also holds with integral coefficients.
Next, we describe certain quotient rings coming from the geometry of Springer fibers. Let
λ $ n, and let the conjugate partition be λ1 “ pλ11 ě λ12 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λ1n ě 0q. Here, we are
padding the conjugate partition by 0s to make it length n. Let pnmpλq :“ λ1n ` λ1n´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `
λ1n´m`1 for 1 ď m ď n. Given a subset of variables S Ď xn and a positive integer d, define
edpSq to be the sum over all squarefree monomials of degree d in the set of variables S. For
example, we have e2ptx1, x3, x5uq “ x1x3 ` x1x5 ` x3x5. The Tanisaki ideal Iλ is defined by
Iλ :“ xedpSq : S Ď xn, d ą |S| ´ pn|S|pλqy,(1.11)
and the ring Rλ is defined by
Rλ :“ Qrxns{Iλ.(1.12)
By work of De Concini and Procesi [5], the ring Rλ is isomorphic to the singular co-
homology ring with rational coefficients of the Springer fiber corresponding to a nilpotent
matrix with Jordan type λ. This particular presentation for the cohomology ring in terms
of partial elementary symmetric polynomials is due to Tanisaki [29]. When λ “ p1nq, the
Springer fiber corresponding to p1nq is the complete flag variety whose cohomology ring is
the coinvariant algebra. Indeed, we have Rp1nq “ Qrxns{xe1pxnq, . . . , enpxnqy, which is the
coinvariant algebra. See [2] for more background on Springer fibers and [30] for more details
on their combinatorial properties.
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We refer to the graded Sn-module Rλ as the Garsia-Procesi module based on their seminal
work in [10] on the Sn-module structure of Rλ. The ring Rλ has the following properties.
‚ The dimension of Rλ is the multinomial coefficient
dimQpRλq “
ˆ
n
λ1, . . . , λ`
˙
,(1.13)
where λ “ pλ1 ě λ2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λ` ą 0q. The Hilbert series of Rλ is given by the
generating function for the cocharge statistic on a certain set of words, see [10, Remark
1.2]. Alternatively, we have the following characterization of the Hilbert series which
follows from work of Haglund, Haiman, and Loehr [13],
HilbqpRλq “
ÿ
σ
qinvpσq,(1.14)
where the sum is over standard fillings of the Young diagram of λ1 which increase
down each column, and inv is the number of attacking pairs which form an inversion
of σ.
‚ There is a monomial basis Aλ of Rλ which specializes to the Artin basis of the
coinvariant algebra when λ “ p1nq. In [10], this basis is denoted by Bpλq.
‚ As Sn-modules, we have
Rλ –Sn QpSn{Sλ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Sλkq,(1.15)
where Sλ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆSλk is the Young subgroup of Sn permuting 1, . . . , λ1 among them-
selves, λ1`1, . . . , λ1`λ2 among themselves, and so on. Equivalently, Rλ is isomorphic
to the Sn-module given by the action of Sn on tabloids of shape λ.
‚ The graded Sn-module structure of Rλ is given by the reversal of the dual Hall-
Littlewood function,
FrobqpRλq “ revqpQ1λpx; qqq.(1.16)
‚ If λ, µ $ n such that λ ďdom µ, we have the monotonicity property
rsνsFrobqpRλq ě rsνsFrobqpRµq,(1.17)
for all ν $ n, where rsνsf stands for the coefficient of sν in the Schur function
expansion of f , and the inequality is a coefficient-wise comparison of two polynomials
in q.
Fix positive integers k ď n, a partition λ of k, and an integer s ě `pλq, where `pλq is the
length of λ. Let the conjugate of λ be λ1 “ pλ11 ě λ12 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λ1n ě 0q, where we pad the
conjugate partition by 0s to make it length n, and define pnmpλq :“ λ1n` λ1n´1` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` λ1n´m`1
for 1 ď m ď n. We introduce the ring Rn,λ,s, defined as follows.
Definition 1.1. Define the ideal In,λ,s and quotient ring Rn,λ,s by
In,λ,s :“ xxsi : 1 ď i ď ny ` xedpSq : S Ď xn, d ą |S| ´ pn|S|pλqy,(1.18)
Rn,λ,s :“ Qrxns{In,λ,s.(1.19)
Since the ideal In,λ,s is generated by homogeneous polynomials, it is a homogeneous ideal.
Furthermore, since the generating set is closed under the action of Sn, the ideal In,λ,s is
closed under the action of Sn. Therefore, the quotient ring Rn,λ,s inherits the structure of a
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graded Sn-module. For example, the ideal I6,p3,2q,3 is generated by the set of homogeneous
polynomials
tx31, . . . , x36u Y te2px6q, e3px6q, e4px6q, e5px6q, e6px6qu Y te3pSq |S Ď x6, |S| “ 5u(1.20)
Yte4pSq |S Ď x6, |S| “ 5u Y te5pSq |S Ď x6, |S| “ 5u Y te4pSq |S Ď x6, |S| “ 4u,(1.21)
which is closed under the action of S6.
The generalized coinvariant algebras Rn,k and the rings Rλ are special cases of the rings
Rn,λ,s. We have
Rn,k “ Rn, p1kq, k for k ď n,(1.22)
Rλ “ Rn, λ, `pλq for λ $ n,(1.23)
where (1.22) follows from Definition 1.1. See Remark 3.4 for the justification of (1.23). As
a bonus, we also have Rn,k,s “ Rn,p1sq,k, where Rn,k,s is the ring defined in [16, Section 6].
Let a pn, λ, sq-ordered set partition be a weak ordered set partition pB1| ¨ ¨ ¨ |Bsq of rns into
s blocks such that |Bi| ě λi for i ď `pλq. Here, we allow Bi to be empty for `pλq ă i ď s.
Let OPn,λ,s be the set of pn, λ, sq-ordered set partitions. The group Sn acts on OPn,λ,s by
permuting the letters 1, 2, . . . , n.
We prove the following properties of Rn,λ,s, generalizing many of the properties of Rn,k and
Rλ. All terminology not defined here is defined in Section 2 and in the section corresponding
to each theorem.
‚ The dimension of Rn,λ,s is given by dimQpRn,λ,sq “ |OPn,λ,s| (see Theorem 3.20). We
give a formula for the Hilbert polynomial (see Corollary 5.14),
HilbqpRn,λ,sq “
ÿ
ϕPSECIn,λ,s
qdinvpϕq.(1.24)
The indexing set SECIn,λ,s in the sum on the right-hand side of (1.24) is a set of
standard extended column-increasing fillings, which is in bijection with OPn,λ,s. See
Subsection 5.1 for the definition of a standard extended column-increasing filling.
‚ During the preparation of this article, an alternative formula for the Hilbert series
was obtained by Rhoades, Yu, and Zhao on ordered set partitions [25, Corollary
4.9] involving a statistic they call coinv. They also characterize the harmonic spaces
corresponding to the ideals In,λ,s introduced in this paper. Motivated by their work,
we define a statistic inv on SECIn,λ,s which is similar to, but not the same as, their
coinv statistic. We prove that the inv statistic also gives a formula for the Hilbert
series (see Corollary 5.14),
HilbqpRn,λ,sq “
ÿ
ϕPSECIn,λ,s
qinvpϕq.(1.25)
The formula (1.25) follows naturally as a corollary of our graded Frobenius charac-
teristic formula. Since [25] uses our work to prove their results, we have been careful
to give independent proofs.
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‚ In Section 3, we define an pn, λ, sq-staircase as a shuffle of a certain set of compositions
depending on n, λ, and s. We have that
An,λ,s “ txa11 ¨ ¨ ¨ xann : pa1, . . . , anq is component-wise ď some pn, λ, sq-staircaseu(1.26)
represents a monomial basis of Rn,λ,s (see Theorem 3.17).
‚ We have the following chain of equalities and Sn-module isomorphisms (see Theo-
rem 3.1, Corollary 3.2, and Theorem 3.20)
Rn,λ,s “ Qrxns
gr IpXn,λ,sq –Sn QXn,λ,s –Sn QOPn,λ,s,(1.27)
where Xn,λ,s is a finite set of points in Qn which is stable under the Sn-action per-
muting coordinates.
‚ The graded Frobenius characteristic can be expressed as a sum of monomials (see
Theorem 5.13), or equivalently in terms of Gessel’s fundamental quasisymmetric func-
tions (see Corollary 5.11),
FrobqpRn,λ,sq “
ÿ
ϕPECIn,λ,s
qinvpϕqxϕ “
ÿ
ϕPSECIn,λ,s
qinvpϕqFn,iDesprwpϕqqpxq,(1.28)
“
ÿ
ϕPECIn,λ,s
qdinvpϕqxϕ “
ÿ
ϕPSECIn,λ,s
qdinvpϕqFn,iDesprwpϕqqpxq,(1.29)
where xϕ is the monomial whose powers record the number of occurrences of each
label in ϕ.
‚ In forthcoming work, we prove FrobqpRn,λ,sq can be expressed in terms of the dual
Hall-Littlewood functions,
FrobqpRn,λ,sq “ revq
»——– ÿ
µPParpn,sq,
µĚλ
qnpµ,λq
ź
iě0
„
µ1i ´ λ1i`1
µ1i ´ µ1i`1

q
Q1µpx; qq
fiffiffifl ,(1.30)
where µ10 :“ s, and npµ, λq :“
ř
iě1
`
µ1i´λ1i
2
˘
. The proof of this formula has been moved
to a forthcoming article, since the techniques for proving it are different than the
techniques used to prove (1.28).
‚ Let h ď k ď n be positive integers, let λ P Parph, sq, and let µ P Parpk, sq such that
either h “ k and λ ďdom µ or h ă k and λ Ď µ. We have the monotonicity property
(see Theorem 3.19)
rsνsFrobqpRn,λ,sq ě rsνsFrobqpRn,µ,sq,(1.31)
for all ν $ n.
One of our main tools for proving these results is Theorem 3.1 which identifies the ring
Rn,λ,s as the associated graded ring of the coordinate ring of a finite set of points in Qn.
This identification extends results of Garsia and Procesi [10, Proposition 3.1, Remark 3.1]
and Haglund, Rhoades, and Shimozono [16, Equation 4.28]. See also the work of Kraft [19,
Proof of Proposition 4] from 1981 for a proof in the case of Rλ using associated cones.
Haglund, Rhoades, and Shimozono use Gro¨bner bases to prove their results. In particular,
they find Gro¨bner bases of the ideals In,k in terms of Demazure characters. To the author’s
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knowledge, such explicit Gro¨bner bases for the ideals Iλ are not known. Therefore, different
techniques are required to prove our results. Indeed, we prove the above results without the
use of Gro¨bner bases using techniques similar to those of Garsia and Procesi. In particular,
we use a straightening algorithm which expresses any element of Rn,λ,s in terms of our
monomial basis An,λ,s. It is an open problem to find explicit Gro¨bner bases for the ideals
In,λ,s.
Let λ $ n, and let Oλ be the conjugacy class of nilpotent n ˆ n matrices over Q whose
Jordan blocks are of sizes recorded by λ. Let Oλ be its closure in the space of n ˆ n
matrices. Let t be the set of diagonal matrices. De Concini and Procesi [5], extending work
of Kostant [18] on the coinvariant algebras, proved that Rλ is isomorphic to the coordinate
ring of the scheme-theoretic intersection Oλ1 X t.
We connect the rings Rn,λ,s to a generalization of these scheme-theoretic intersections as
follows. Given k ď n and λ $ k, define In,λ to be the ideal
In,λ :“ xedpSq : S Ď xn, d ą |S| ´ pn|S|pλqy.(1.32)
Define the quotient ring Rn,λ :“ Qrxns{In,λ. When k ă n, the ring Rn,λ has positive Krull
dimension, and hence it is infinite-dimensional as a Q-vector space. Observe that for fixed
n, λ, and d, the dth degree components of Rn,λ,s stabilize to the dth degree component of
Rn,λ as sÑ 8.
In Section 6, using work of Weyman [33] we prove that Rn,λ is isomorphic to the coordinate
ring of the scheme-theoretic intersection On,λ1X t, where On,λ is the rank variety of Eisenbud
and Saltman [7] (see Corollary 6.4),
Rn,λ – QrOn,λ1 X ts.(1.33)
We use our results on the finite-dimensional rings Rn,λ,s to find monomial bases of these
coordinate rings by allowing s to approach infinity in our combinatorial formulas. We also
prove the following formula for the graded Frobenius characteristic of these coordinate rings
(see Theorem 6.6 and Corollary 6.7),
FrobqpQrOn,λ1 X tsq “
ÿ
ϕPECIn,λ
qinvpϕqxϕ “
ÿ
ϕPSECIn,λ
qinvpϕqFn,iDesprwpϕqqpxq.(1.34)
In [3, Question 5.3.1], Church, Ellenberg, and Farb ask for the dimensions of the graded
pieces of the ring of polynomial functions on a certain scheme supported on a rank variety.
We solve a related question by giving a formula for the Hilbert series of QrOn,λ X ts (see
Corollary 6.8),
HilbqpQrOn,λ1 X tsq “
ÿ
ϕPSECIn,λ
qinvpϕq.(1.35)
This article is the full version of the extended abstract [12].
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we review relevant definitions
and results from the literature. In Section 3, we construct a monomial basis of Rn,λ,s and
prove that Rn,λ,s is isomorphic to QOPn,λ,s as an Sn-module. In Section 4, we give algebraic
tools for analyzing the graded Frobenius characteristic of Rn,λ,s, including a skewing formula.
We also prove that the rings Rn,λ,s fit into certain exact sequences. In Section 5, we define the
inversion and diagonal inversion statistics and use them to provide formulas for the graded
Frobenius characteristic of Rn,λ,s. In Section 6, we relate the rings Rn,λ to the geometry
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Figure 1. From left to right, the Young diagram of λ “ p3, 2, 1, 1, 1q, the
Young diagram of λ1 “ p5, 2, 1q, and the conjugate diagram dg1p4, 5, 3, 0, 1q.
of the rank varieties of Eisenbud and Saltman. We then prove our formula for the graded
Frobenius characteristic of the scheme-theoretic intersection of a rank variety with diagonal
matrices. In Section 7, we give final remarks and state some open problems related to the
rings Rn,λ,s and Rn,λ.
2. Background
2.1. Partitions, compositions, and permutations. A partition of n into ` parts is a
weakly decreasing sequence of positive integers λ “ pλ1 ě λ2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λ` ą 0q such thatř`
i“1 λi “ n. We sometimes write λ $ n or |λ| “ n to denote that λ has size n. Let `pλq :“ `
be the length of λ. Let Parpn, sq be the set of partitions of n into at most s parts. For
example, we have
Parp4, 2q “ tp4q, p3, 1q, p2, 2qu.(2.1)
Given integers a and b with b ě 0, we denote by pabq the partition pa, a, . . . , aq where a
appears b many times. When b “ 0, then pabq is the empty partition.
Given two partitions λ and µ of n, we say that λ is dominated by µ, denoted by λ ďdom µ,
if and only if for all i ď `pλq, we have that λ1` ¨ ¨ ¨`λi ď µ1` ¨ ¨ ¨`µi. The partial ordering
ďdom on the partitions of n is called dominance order. Let npλq be the statistic
npλq :“
ÿ
iě1
pi´ 1qλi “
λ1ÿ
i“1
ˆ
λ1i
2
˙
.(2.2)
For λ $ n, we draw its Young diagram as rows of boxes, called cells, with λi cells in row i.
We follow the French convention where the rows are numbered from bottom to top. We also
number the columns of the diagram from left to right. Let λ1 be the conjugate partition of
λ, which is the partition of n whose ith entry records the number of cells in the ith column
of the Young diagram of λ. See Figure 1 for the Young diagrams of λ “ p3, 2, 1, 1, 1q and its
conjugate λ1 “ p5, 2, 1q.
Given λ $ n and an index 0 ď i ă `pλq, let λpiq be the partition of k ´ 1 obtained by
sorting the parts of
pλ1, . . . , λi, λi`1 ´ 1, λi`2, . . . , λ`pλqq(2.3)
into decreasing order. We say that λpiq is the ith reduction of λ. Note that our λpiq is the
same as λpi`1q defined in [10]. For example, if λ “ p6, 6, 4, 4, 1q, then λp2q “ p6, 6, 4, 3, 1q.
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Observe that if j is maximal such that i ă λ1j, then
λpiq “ pλ1, . . . , λλ1j ´ 1, . . . , λ`q.(2.4)
Let Comppn, sq be the set of weak compositions of n into s nonnegative parts. Given
α P Comppn, sq, the conjugate diagram, denoted by dg1pαq, is the diagram consisting of αi
cells in the ith column from the left. For λ P Parpn, sq, then dg1pλq is the Young diagram of
λ1. If αi “ 0 for some i, we simply draw a horizontal bar at the bottom of column i to signify
an empty column of cells. Index the cells pi, jq of the diagram of α in Cartesian coordinates
starting with p1, 1q in the lower left corner, so that pi, jq is the cell in the ith column and
jth row.
Let sortpαq P Parpn, sq be the partition obtained by sorting the entries of α from great-
est to smallest and then deleting trailing 0s. We denote by truncpαq :“ pα1, . . . , αn´1q
the truncation of α. Let revpαq :“ pαs, αs´1, . . . , α1q be the reversed composition. Given
α P Comppn, sq and β P Comppm, s1q, we denote by α ¨ β :“ pα1, . . . , αs, β1, . . . , βs1q the
concatenation of α and β.
If α P Comppn, sq and β P Comppm, sq, we say that α is contained in β, denoted by α Ď β,
if αi ď βi for all i ď s. If α Ď β, let dg1pβq{dg1pαq be the set difference of the conjugate
diagrams of β and α. When α “ λ Ď β “ µ are partitions, then this is the skew diagram
µ1{λ1.
Denote the symmetric group of permutations of 1, . . . , n by Sn. For 1 ď i ă n, let si P Sn
be the adjacent transposition si “ pi, i ` 1q. For a weak composition of length n, let sipαq
be the composition obtained by swapping the ith and pi ` 1qth entries of α. For any word
on positive integers w P Nn, let stdpwq be the standardization of w, which is the unique
permutation in Sn obtained by replacing the entries of w with 1, 2, . . . , n, keeping the same
relative order, where repeated letters are considered as increasing from left to right. Given
pi P Sn, the descent set of pi is Desppiq :“ ti : 1 ď i ď n´ 1, pii ą pii`1u. The inverse descent
set of pi is defined by iDesppiq :“ Desppi´1q.
2.2. Symmetric functions. In this subsection, we introduce our notation for symmetric
functions. See [21] for a comprehensive treatment of symmetric functions.
Let x “ tx1, x2, . . . u be an infinite set of variables. Let ΛQpqq be the ring of symmetric
functions with coefficients in the field Qpqq of rational functions in q. For λ $ n, let mλpxq,
hλpxq, eλpxq, and sλpxq denote the monomial, complete homogeneous, elementary, and Schur
symmetric functions, respectively. Let ω be the involutory automorphism of ΛQpqq such that
ωpeλq “ hλ, ωphλq “ eλ, ωpsλq “ sλ1 .(2.5)
Let x¨, ¨y be the Hall inner product on symmetric functions with the property that
xsλpxq, sµpxqy “ δλ,µ,(2.6)
where δλ,µ takes the value 1 if λ “ µ, and 0 otherwise. Given a symmetric function F pxq, let
F pxqK be the linear operator on Λ which is adjoint to multiplication by F pxq with respect
to the Hall inner product. Precisely, given a symmetric function Gpxq, then F pxqKGpxq is
the unique symmetric function such that
xF pxqKGpxq, Hpxqy “ xGpxq, F pxqHpxqy(2.7)
for all symmetric functions Hpxq. We primarily work with the operators ejpxqK, which we
refer to as the jth skewing operator.
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Symmetric functions have a close connection to representations of the symmetric group
via the Frobenius characteristic map. Given λ $ n, let Sλ be the irreducible Sn-module
indexed by λ. Given a finite-dimensional vector space V over Q which has the structure of
a Sn-module, it decomposes as a direct sum as
V –à
λ$n
pSλqcλ(2.8)
for some nonnegative integers cλ. The Frobenius characteristic of V is defined to be the
symmetric function
FrobpV q “
ÿ
λ$n
cλsλpxq.(2.9)
Given a graded Sn-module V “ Àmi“0 Vi with finite-dimensional direct summands Vi, the
graded Frobenius characteristic of V is defined to be
FrobqpV q “
mÿ
i“0
FrobpViqqi P ΛQpqq.(2.10)
The Hilbert series of V is defined to be
HilbqpV q “
mÿ
i“0
dimQpViqqi.(2.11)
The graded Frobenius characteristic and the Hilbert series of V are related by
HilbqpV q “ xhp1nq,FrobqpV qy “ rx1 ¨ ¨ ¨ xnsFrobqpV q,(2.12)
where if F px; qq P ΛQpqq, then rx1 ¨ ¨ ¨ xnsF px; qq denotes the coefficient of the monomial
x1 ¨ ¨ ¨ xn in F px; qq.
We sometimes expand symmetric functions in terms of Gessel’s fundamental quasisym-
metric functions, defined as follows. Given a subset D Ď rn´ 1s, Fn,Dpxq is defined by
Fn,Dpxq :“
ÿ
xa1xa2 ¨ ¨ ¨ xan ,(2.13)
where the sum is over all sequences of positive integers 1 ď a1 ď a2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď an such that
ai ă ai`1 for all i P D. Alternatively, Gessel’s fundamental quasisymmetric function [11] can
be written as
Fn,Dpxq “
ÿ
wPNn,
stdpwq“pi
ź
iě1
x#i’s in wi ,(2.14)
where pi P Sn is a fixed permutation such that iDesppiq “ D. We also have the monomial
quasisymmetric function,
Mn,Dpxq :“
ÿ
xa1xa2 ¨ ¨ ¨ xan ,(2.15)
where the sum is over all sequences of positive integers 1 ď a1 ď a2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď an such that
ai ă ai`1 for all i P D and ai “ ai`1 for all i P rn´ 1szD.
For 1 ď j ď n, let Sn´j ˆ Sj Ď Sn be the subgroup of Sn of permutations which permute
1, . . . , n´ j among themselves and permute n´ j ` 1, . . . , n among themselves. Let QSn be
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the group algebra of Sn, and let j P QSn be the idempotent element
j “ 1
j!
ÿ
piPStn´j`1,...,nu
sgnppiqpi.(2.16)
If V is an Sn-module, then jV is an Sn´j-module. It is well known (see e.g. [16, Equation
6.20]) that
FrobqpjV q “ ejpxqKFrobqpV q.(2.17)
Furthermore, the symmetric function FrobqpV q is uniquely defined by its images under the
ejpxqK operators for j ą 1.
Lemma 2.1 ([10],[16] Lemma 3.6). Let F pxq and Gpxq be symmetric functions with equal
constant terms. We have that F pxq “ Gpxq if and only if ejpxqKF pxq “ ejpxqKGpxq for all
j ě 1.
We need the following basic fact about the j idempotent elements. We include a proof
for the sake of completeness.
Lemma 2.2. Given a finite set Y with an Sn-action, let y1, . . . , ym be a distinct set of
representatives of the Stn´j`1,...,nu-orbits of Y . Then dimQpjQY q is equal to the number of
yi which have trivial Stn´j`1,...,nu-stabilizer.
Proof. We have a direct sum decomposition
jQY “
mà
i“1
jQStn´j`1,...,nuyi.(2.18)
Observe that if y and y1 are in the same Stn´j`1,...,nu-orbit, then jy “ ˘jy1. Furthermore, if y
has nontrivial stabilizer under the Stn´j`1,...,nu-action, then jy “ 0. Hence, jQStn´j`1,...,nuyi
is either one-dimensional if yi has trivial Stn´j`1,...,nu-stabilizer or zero-dimensional otherwise.
Hence, dimQpjQY q is equal to the number of yi which have trivial Stn´j`1,...,nu-stabilizer. 
2.3. Hall-Littlewood symmetric functions. The algebra ΛQpqq of symmetric functions
has a basis given by the Hall-Littlewood symmetric functions Pλpx; qq which have the property
that
sλpxq “
ÿ
µ$n
Kλ,µpqqPµpx; qq,(2.19)
where Kλ,µpqq is the Kostka-Foulkes polynomial, see [21]. The dual Hall-Littlewood symmetric
functions Q1λpx; qq are given by
Q1µpx; qq “
ÿ
λ$n
Kλ,µpqqsλpxq.(2.20)
The degree of Q1λpx; qq is given by degpQ1λpx; qqq “ npλq, defined in (2.2). The rever-
sal of these symmetric functions are sometimes denoted by rHλpx; qq :“ revqpQ1λpx; qqq “
qnpλqQ1λpx; 1{qq.
Theorem 2.3 ([10, 27]). The Frobenius characteristic of the Sn-module Rλ is the reversal
of the dual Hall-Littlewood symmetric function,
FrobqpRλq “ rHλpx; qq “ revqpQ1λpx; qqq.(2.21)
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Figure 2. Two examples of attacking pairs in dg1p4, 5, 2, 0, 3q.
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Figure 3. A column-increasing filling σ P SCI10,α,5 where α “ p4, 5, 3, 0, 1q.
Next, we recall the t “ 0 specialization of the Haglund-Haiman-Loehr formula for Mac-
donald polynomials, which gives an expansion for rHλpx; qq “ revqpQ1λpx; qqq in terms of
inversions in labelings of the Young diagram of λ1. Given α P Comppn, sq, a pair of cells
ppi, jq, pi1, j1qq in dg1pαq are said to be an attacking pair if either j “ j1 and i ă i1, or if
j “ j1 ` 1 and i ą i1. See Figure 2 for two examples of attacking cells in dg1p4, 5, 3, 0, 1q,
where the attacking cells are indicated by dots.
Let σ be a filling of dg1pαq. Given a cell pi, jq of the diagram, let σi,j be the label of the
cell pi, jq in σ. The reading word of σ, denoted rwpσq, is the word obtained by reading the
filling across each row from left to right, starting with the top-most row and ending with
row 1. We say that the corresponding ordering of the cells of dg1pαq is the reading order of
the diagram. See Figure 3 for an example of a filling σ of dg1p4, 5, 3, 0, 1q with reading word
rwpσq “ 1 4 2 5 8 3 6 9 10 7 11 12 13.
A filling σ with positive integers is said to be column-increasing if the labeling weakly
increases down each column. Let a standard filling be a filling with the integers 1, . . . , n,
such that each integer 1 ď i ď n is used exactly once. Given λ P Parpn, sq, let CIn,λ,s be the
set of column-increasing fillings of λ1, and let SCIn,λ,s be the subset of CIn,λ,s of standard
column-increasing fillings. Similarly, given a composition α P Comppn, sq, let CIn,α,s be the
set of column-increasing fillings of dg1pαq, and let SCIn,α,s be the subset of CIn,α,s of standard
column-increasing fillings. See Figure 4 for all fillings in SCI5,λ,2 where λ “ p3, 2q.
Define a diagonal inversion of σ to be an attacking pair ppi, jq, pi1, j1qq of cells of dg1pαq
with pi, jq appearing earlier in the reading order, such that σi,j ą σi1,j1 . Denote by dinvpσq
the number of diagonal inversions of σ. Letting σ be the filling in Figure 3, then the cells
p1, 3q and p3, 3q form a diagonal inversion in σ, and the cells p2, 3q and p1, 2q also form a
diagonal inversion in σ. The reader can check that dinvpσq “ 6.
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Figure 4. All standard column-increasing fillings in SCI5,λ,2 where λ “ p3, 2q.
The diagonal inversion statistic defined above appears in the following corollary of the
beautiful fundamental quasisymmetric function expansion for Macdonald symmetric func-
tions proven by Haglund, Haiman, and Loehr [13]. Setting t “ 0 in [13, Equation 36], we
have the following expansion for the reversal of the dual Hall-Littlewood function in our
notation.
Corollary 2.4. For λ $ n, we have
FrobqpRλq “ revqpQ1λpx; qqq “
ÿ
σPSCIn,λ,`pλq
qdinvpσqFn,iDesprwpσqqpxq.(2.22)
A family of symmetric functions generalizing the dual Hall-Littlewood functions are the
LLT polynomials introduced by Lascoux, Leclerc, and Thibon [20]. We use here a variant
introduced in [14]. Let λ Ď µ, and let ν “ µ{λ be the skew diagram. Let c “ pi, jq be the cell
of ν in column i and row j. The content of u is cpuq :“ j´i. A semistandard Young tableau of
ν is a labeling of the cells of the skew diagram with positive integers which weakly increases
left to right across each row and strictly increases up each column. Let SSYTpνq be the set
of such fillings. Given T P SSYTpνq, let xT be the product of the variables corresponding to
the labels appearing in T , counting multiplicity.
Given a tuple of skew diagrams ν “ pνp1q, . . . , νpmqq, let SSYTpνq :“ SSYTpνp1qq ˆ
SSYTpνp2qq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ SSYTpνpmqq. Given T “ pT p1q, . . . , T pmqq P SSYTpνq, let xT “
xT
p1q ¨ ¨ ¨xT pmq . Given u “ pi, jq a cell in T paq and v “ pi1, j1q a cell of T pbq, we say pu, vq
form an inversion if we have the inequality of entries T
paq
u ą T pbqv , and either a ă b and
cpuq “ cpvq, or a ą b and cpuq “ cpvq ` 1. Denote by invpTq the number of inversions of T.
The LLT polynomial indexed by ν is
Gνpx; qq :“
ÿ
TPSSYTpνq
qinvpTqxT.(2.23)
We need the following theorem, which has several algebraic and combinatorial proofs.
Theorem 2.5 ([13, 14, 20]). The LLT polynomial Gνpx; qq is symmetric in the variables x.
3. Frobenius characteristic of Rn,λ,s
In this section, we identify Rn,λ,s as a symmetric group module. Our main strategy, used
by Garsia-Procesi [10] and formalized by Haglund-Rhoades-Shimozono [16, Section 4.1], is
to show that Rn,λ,s is the associated graded ring of the coordinate ring of a finite set of points
in Qn. We then prove Theorem 3.17, which identifies a monomial basis of Rn,λ,s.
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3.1. Associated graded rings and point orbits. Throughout this section, we fix posi-
tive integers k ď n and s, and a partition λ P Parpk, sq. Fix s distinct rational numbers
α1, . . . , αs P Q. Let Xn,λ,s be the set of points p “ pp1, . . . , pnq P Qn such that for each
1 ď i ď n, pi “ αj for some j, and for each 1 ď i ď s, αi appears as a coordinate in p at
least λi many times. The defining ideal of Xn,λ,s is
IpXn,λ,sq :“ tf P Qrxns : fppq “ 0 for p P Xn,λ,su Ď Qrxns.(3.1)
The quotient ring Qrxns{IpXn,λ,sq is the coordinate ring of the set Xn,λ,s. It is isomorphic
to the ring of polynomial functions Xn,λ,s Ñ Q. See [4] for more background on the defining
ideal and the coordinate ring of a variety.
For a degree d polynomial f “ fd ` fd´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` f0 P Qrxns where fi is the degree i
homogenous summand of f , define τpfq “ fd to be the top homogenous component of f .
For example, if f “ x21x2 ` 2x21x3 ` x2x3 ` x1 ` 3, then τpfq “ x21x2 ` 2x21x3.
The associated graded ideal of IpXn,λ,sq with respect to the filtration by degree is
gr IpXn,λ,sq “ xτpfq : f P IpXn,λ,sqy,(3.2)
which is a homogenous ideal since each of the generators is homogeneous. See [6] for more
details.
It is well known that the corresponding quotient ring Qrxns{gr IpXn,λ,sq is isomorphic to
the associated graded ring of Qrxns{IpXn,λ,sq with respect to the filtration by degree. This
is true more generally for the associated graded ideal of any ideal in Qrxns. See, e.g. [10,
Remark 3.1], for a proof of this fact in the case of the ideal IpXn,λ,sq when k “ n. However,
the proof easily extends to any ideal.
Since Xn,λ,s is a finite set, we have
|Xn,λ,s| “ dimQ Qrxns
IpXn,λ,sq “ dimQ
Qrxns
gr IpXn,λ,sq ,(3.3)
where all dimensions are as Q-vector spaces. Since Xn,λ,s is stable under the action of Sn
given by permuting coordinates, we have an Sn-action on the rings Qrxns{IpXn,λ,sq and
Qrxns{gr IpXn,λ,sq given by permuting the variables xn. As Sn-modules,
QXn,λ,s –Sn QrxnsIpXn,λ,sq –Sn
Qrxns
gr IpXn,λ,sq ,(3.4)
where QXn,λ,s is the Sn-module of formal Q-linear combinations of points in Xn,λ,s. See [16,
Section 4.1] for more details.
Theorem 3.1. We have In,λ,s “ gr IpXn,λ,sq. Hence, we have the equality of rings
Rn,λ,s “ Qrxns
gr IpXn,λ,sq .(3.5)
Corollary 3.2. As Sn-modules, Rn,λ,s –Sn QXn,λ,s.
Proof. Combine Theorem 3.1 with (3.4). 
We prove Theorem 3.1 in three parts. Recall the definition of In,λ,s in Definition 1.1. First,
we show that all of the generators of In,λ,s are in gr IpXn,λ,sq in Lemma 3.3 by adapting the
proof of Garsia-Procesi [10, Proposition 3.1]. Second, we find a monomial spanning set of
the quotient Rn,λ,s “ Qrxns{In,λ,s of size |Xn,λ,s|. Finally, we finish the proof of Theorem 3.1
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using a dimension counting argument. As a consequence, we see that our monomial spanning
set is a monomial basis of Rn,λ,s.
Lemma 3.3. We have the containment of ideals
In,λ,s Ď gr IpXn,λ,sq.
Proof. First we show that xsi P gr IpXn,λ,sq for all i. For any p P Xn,λ,s, the coordinates of p
are in the set tα1, . . . , αsu. Therefore, for each i, the polynomial function
pxi ´ α1qpxi ´ α2q ¨ ¨ ¨ pxi ´ αsq(3.6)
is in IpXn,λ,sq. Since the top degree component of (3.6) is xsi , we have xsi P gr IpXn,λ,sq.
Second, we show that for any d and S Ď xn such that |S| ě d ą |S| ´ pn|S|pλq, we have
edpSq P gr IpXn,λ,sq. For m ď n, let xm :“ tx1, . . . , xmu. Since the ideal gr IpXn,λ,sq is closed
under the action of Sn, it suffices to prove that edpxmq P gr IpXn,λ,sq for d and m such that
m ě d ą m´ pnmpλq.
Observe that pnmpλq is the number of cells of λ weakly to the right of column n ´m ` 1.
For each i ď s, let ci,m be the number of cells of the Young diagram of λ which are in the
ith row and are weakly to the right of column n´m` 1. Observe that for any p P Xn,λ,s, at
least ci,m many αi’s must appear among the coordinates p1, . . . , pm. Therefore,
śm
i“1pt` piq
is divisible by
śs
i“1pt` αiqci,m . Hence, there exists a polynomial zptq such that
mź
i“1
pt` piq “ zptq
sź
i“1
pt` αiqci,m .(3.7)
Let ys “ ty1, . . . , ysu be a second set of indeterminates. To show that edpxmq P gr IpXn,λ,sq
for d ą m ´ pnmpλq, we consider the more general division problem of dividing
śm
i“1pt ` xiq
by
śs
i“1pt` yiqci,m as polynomials in t with coefficients in Qrxm,yss. Since
ř
i ci,m “ pnmpλq,
the remainder upon dividing
śm
i“1pt ` xiq by
śs
i“1pt ` yiqci,m as polynomials in t will be
degree at most pnmpλq ´ 1 in t. Therefore, there exist polynomials qpt,xm,ysq and rdpxm,ysq
for 0 ď d ď pnmpλq ´ 1 such that
mź
i“1
pt` xiq “ qpt,xm,ysq
sź
i“1
pt` yiqci,m `
pnmpλq´1ÿ
d“0
rdpxm,ysqtd.(3.8)
Observe rdpxm,ysq is homogeneous as a polynomial in Qrxm,yss, so rdpxm, 0sq is the top
degree component of rdpxm,ysq as a polynomial in xm with coefficients in Qryss. Hence,
rdpxm, 0sq “ τprdpxn, α1, . . . , αsqq. Plugging yi “ 0 into (3.8) for 1 ď i ď s, we have
mź
i“1
pt` xiq “
mÿ
i“0
em´ipxmqti “ qpt,xm, 0sqtpnmpλq `
pnmpλq´1ÿ
d“0
rdpxm, 0sqtd.(3.9)
Hence, for 0 ď d ď pnmpλq ´ 1, we have em´dpxmq “ rdpxm, 0sq.
By (3.7), we have rdpp1, . . . , pm, α1, . . . , αsq “ 0 for all p P Xn,λ,s and 0 ď d ď pnmpλq ´ 1,
and hence rdpxm, α1, α2, . . . , αsq P IpXn,λ,sq. Hence, we have
em´dpxmq “ rdpxm, 0sq “ τprdpxm, α1, α2, . . . , αsqq P gr IpXn,λ,sq(3.10)
for all 0 ď d ď pnmpλq ´ 1. Replacing d with m ´ d yields edpxmq P gr IpXn,λ,sq for all
m ě d ě m ´ pnmpλq ` 1. Hence, all of the generators of In,λ,s are in gr IpXn,λ,sq, so
In,λ,s Ď gr IpXn,λ,sq. 
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Figure 5. Two examples of the path Q constructed from the path P
in the proof of Lemma 3.5 for the case where a “ 5 and b “ 8. On
the left, we have γ “ p0, 1, 2, 0, 1, 3, 2, 3, 4, 5, 4, 6, 7q. On the right, γ “
p0, 1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 2, 4, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7q.
Remark 3.4. When k “ n, by [10, Remark 3.1] we have Iλ “ gr IpXn,λ,`pλqq, which contains
x
`pλq
i by the proof of Lemma 3.3. Hence, we have Rn,λ,s “ Rλ for all s ě `pλq in this case.
3.2. Shuffles and pn, λ, sq-staircases. Before we proceed, we prove a couple of combina-
torial lemmata concerning shuffles of compositions. We use these lemmata to construct a
monomial basis of Rn,λ,s in the next subsection.
Lemma 3.5. Let 1 ď a ď b, and let n “ a ` b. Let γ be a shuffle of the compositions
p0, 1, . . . , a ´ 1q and p0, 1, . . . , b ´ 1q. Then there exists a shuffle δ of p0, 1, . . . , a ´ 1q and
p0, 1, . . . , b´ 1q such that δn “ a´ 1 and truncpγq Ď truncpδq.
Proof. If γn “ a ´ 1, then we may take δ “ γ, and we are done. Therefore, we assume
γn “ b´ 1 for the remainder of the proof.
Let P be the labeled lattice path whose corresponding shuffle is γ as follows. Suppose we
have a lattice path in the plane starting at p0, 0q and ending at pa, bq and taking only east
steps E “ p1, 0q and north steps N “ p0, 1q. Label the ith east step with i´ 1 for i ď a, and
label the ith north step of the path with i ´ 1 for all i ď b. To such a labeled lattice path,
we associate the shuffle of p0, 1, . . . , a ´ 1q and p0, 1, . . . , b ´ 1q obtained by reading off the
labels of the steps from left to right.
We construct a lattice path Q starting at p0, 0q and ending at pa, bq which stays weakly
above P as follows. See Figure 5 for examples of the path Q we construct from the path P .
First, suppose that the last east step of P lies weakly above the diagonal y “ x, and suppose
it is the mth step of P . Then the starting point of the last east step is at pa´ 1,m´ aq, and
we must have m ´ a ą a ´ 1. Define the first m ´ 1 steps of Q to be identical to the first
m´1 steps of P . Define the rest of the path Q to be Nn´mE. Since the mth step in P is the
last east step of P , then Q stays weakly above P and ends at pa, bq. Furthermore, the label
of the ith step of Q is greater than or equal to the ith step of P for i ă n. Letting δ be the
composition read from the labels of Q from left to right, then we have truncpγq Ď truncpδq.
Furthermore, since Q ends in an east step we have δn “ a´ 1.
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Second, suppose the last east step of P lies below the diagonal y “ x. In this case, the
path P must cross the point pa, aq and then end with b ´ a many north steps. In addition,
P must touch the diagonal y “ x in at least one other point. Suppose the point pc, cq is
the second to last time P touches the diagonal. We define Q in three segments, as follows.
Define the first segment of Q to be identical to the subpath of P between the points p0, 0q
and pc, cq. Let P 1 be the subpath of P from the point pc, cq to the point pa, a ´ 1q. Define
the second segment of Q to be the reflection of P 1 across the diagonal y “ x, which is a path
from pc, cq to pa´1, aq. Define the third segment of Q to be N b´aE, so that Q ends at pa, bq.
By construction, Q lies weakly above P . Observe that the label of the ith step of P equals
the label of the ith step of Q for all i ď 2a´ 1. Furthermore, the label of the ith step of Q
is greater than or equal to the ith step of P for i ă n. Letting δ be the composition read
from the labels of Q from left to right, we have δn “ a´ 1 and truncpγq Ď truncpδq. 
Definition 3.6. For 1 ď j ď λ1, let βjpλq “ p0, 1, . . . , λ1j ´ 1q. An pn, λ, sq-staircase is a
shuffle γ “ pγ1, . . . , γnq of the compositions β1pλq, β2pλq, . . . , βλ1pλq, and pps´ 1qn´kq. Let
Cn,λ,s :“ tα “ pα1, . . . , αnq : α Ď γ for some pn, λ, sq-staircase γu.(3.11)
Observe that when λ “ p1kq P Parpk, kq and s “ k, then β1p1kq “ p0, 1, . . . , k´ 1q. Hence,
an pn, p1kq, kq-staircase is an pn, kq-staircase, as defined in [16] and in the Introduction.
Lemma 3.7. Let α P Cn,λ,s, and suppose αn ă `pλq. Then truncpαq P Cn´1,λpαnq,s.
Proof. Since α P Cn,λ,s, then α Ď γ, for some pn, λ, sq-staircase γ. Let j be maximal such
that αn ă λ1j. It suffices to prove that truncpαq is contained in a shuffle of the compositions
β1pλq, . . . , truncpβjpλqq, . . . , βλ1pλq, and pps´ 1qn´kq.(3.12)
We have two cases: either γn “ s´ 1, or γn “ λ1h ´ 1 for some h.
In the first case when γn “ s´ 1, let q be the index such that γq “ λ1j ´ 1, corresponding
to the last part of the composition βjpλq in the shuffle γ. Let γ be the composition obtained
by swapping the qth and nth entries of γ. Then γ is still an pn, λ, sq-staircase. Furthermore,
since αq ď γq “ λ1j ´ 1 ď s´ 1, we have truncpαq Ď truncpγq, where truncpγq is a shuffle of
the compositions listed in (3.12), hence truncpαq P Cn´1,λpαnq,s.
In the second case, we have γn “ λ1h ´ 1 for some h. Since αn ď γn “ λ1h ´ 1, then
αn ă λ1h, so we must have that h ď j by maximality of j. Let δ be the restriction of
the composition γ to the parts corresponding to βhpλq and βjpλq in the shuffle, so that
δλ1h`λ1j “ λ1h´ 1. By Lemma 3.5 with a “ λ1j and b “ λ1h, there exists a shuffle  of βhpλq and
βjpλq such that λ1h`λ1j “ λ1j ´ 1 and truncpδq Ď truncpq. Let γ be the composition obtained
by replacing the parts of γ corresponding to δ with the parts of the composition , in order
from left to right. Then truncpγq is a shuffle of the compositions in (3.12). Furthermore, since
truncpαq Ď truncpγq as compositions of length n and truncpδq Ď truncpq as compositions of
length λ1h ` λ1j, we have truncpαq Ď truncpγq Ď truncpγq, hence truncpαq P Cn´1,λpαnq,s. 
For a collection C of compositions and an integer i, let us denote by C ¨ piq the collection
of compositions α ¨ piq for α P C. The symbol Y¨ denotes a union of sets which are pairwise
disjoint.
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Lemma 3.8. We have the following decomposition of the set Cn,λ,s,
Cn,λ,s “
`pλq´1ď¨
i“0
Cn´1,λpiq,s ¨ piq Y¨
s´1ď¨
i“`pλq
Cn´1,λ,s ¨ piq,(3.13)
where on the right-hand side we interpret Cn´1,λ,s “ H if n “ |λ|.
Proof. Observe that the right-hand side of (3.13) is indeed a disjoint union of sets, since each
set contains compositions with a distinct last coordinate. Given α P Cn´1,λpiq,s for i ă `pλq
with α “ pα1, . . . , αn´1q, then α Ď β for some pn´ 1, λpiq, sq-staircase β by definition. Let j
be maximal such that i ă λ1j. Then we have α ¨ piq Ď β ¨ pλ1j ´ 1q, where β ¨ pλ1j ´ 1q is an
pn, λ, sq-staircase. Hence, we have α ¨ piq P Cn,λ,s. Given α P Cn´1,λ,s and `pλq ď i ď s ´ 1,
then α Ď β for some pn´ 1, λ, sq-staircase β by definition. Then we have α ¨ piq Ď β ¨ ps´ 1q,
where β ¨ps´1q is an pn, λ, sq-staircase. Hence, we have α ¨piq P Cn,λ,s. Therefore, the disjoint
union on the right-hand side of (3.13) is contained in the left-hand side as sets.
Let α P Cn,λ,s. By definition of Cn,λ,s, there is a shuffle β “ pβ1, . . . , βnq of β1pλq, . . . , βλ1pλq,
and pps´ 1qn´kq such that α Ď β. We have truncpαq Ď truncpβq and αn ď βn.
If αn ě `pλq, since each part of the composition βjpλq is at most `pλq ´ 1, it must be that
βn “ s´ 1. Therefore, truncpβq is an pn´ 1, λ, sq-staircase. Since truncpαq Ď truncpβq, then
truncpαq P Cn´1,λ,s, so that α “ truncpαq ¨ pαnq P Cn´1,λ,s ¨ pαnq.
If αn ă `pλq, then by Lemma 3.7, we have truncpαq P Cn´1,λpαnq,s. Therefore, we have
α “ truncpαq ¨ pαnq P Cn´1,λpiq,s ¨ piq for i “ αn. Hence, we have the equality of sets (3.13). 
Lemma 3.9. Let h ď k ď n and s be positive integers. Let λ P Parph, sq, and let µ P
Parpk, sq. If h “ k and λ ďdom µ, or if h ă k and λ Ď µ, then Cn,µ,s Ď Cn,λ,s.
Proof. It suffices to show that every pn, µ, sq-staircase is contained in some pn, λ, sq-staircase.
First, suppose h “ k and λ ďdom µ. It suffices to consider the case when µ covers λ in
dominance order. In this case, the Young diagrams of µ and λ differ in only two columns.
Suppose these two columns of µ are lengths b and a from left to right, so that a ď b and
the two columns of λ are lengths b` 1 and a´ 1 from left to right. Given β a shuffle of the
compositions p0, 1, . . . , b´ 1q and p0, 1, . . . , a´ 1q, then by Lemma 3.5 there exists a shuffle
δ of p0, 1, . . . , b´1q and p0, 1, . . . , a´1q such that δa`b “ a´1 and truncpβq Ď truncpδq. Let
γ “ truncpδq ¨ pbq. Then γ is a shuffle of p0, 1, . . . , bq and p0, 1, . . . , a ´ 2q such that β Ď γ.
Therefore, any pn, µ, sq-staircase is contained in a pn, λ, sq-staircase, hence Cn,µ,s Ď Cn,λ,s.
Second, suppose h ă k and λ Ď µ. It suffices to consider the case when k “ h` 1, hence
when the Young diagrams of µ and λ only differ by one box. In this case, we have µ1j “ λ1j`1
for some j. Given any pn, µ, sq-staircase β, replace the copy of µ1j ´ 1 in β corresponding to
the last entry of βjpµq with an s´ 1. Then the resulting composition is an pn, λ, sq-staircase
containing β, hence Cn,µ,s Ď Cn,λ,s. 
3.3. Monomial basis of Rn,λ,s. To each weak composition α of length n, we associate a
monomial
xαn :“
nź
i“1
xαii .(3.14)
Let An,λ,s be the following set of monomials in Qrxns,
An,λ,s :“ txαn : α P Cn,λ,su.(3.15)
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Remark 3.10. Observe that if n “ k, then An,λ,s “ An,λ,`pλq. This is consistent with the
fact that In,λ,s “ In,λ,`pλq “ Iλ in this case.
Given a monomial xαn and a set of monomials A, we denote by xαnA the set txαnxβn : xβ P
Au. We have the following recursion for the sets of monomials An,λ,s, which is an immediate
corollary of Lemma 3.8.
Corollary 3.11. We have the following decomposition of the set An,λ,s,
An,λ,s “
`pλq´1ď¨
i“0
xinAn´1,λpiq,s Y¨
s´1ď¨
i“`pλq
xinAn´1,λ,s.(3.16)
Example 3.12. Let λ P Parpk, sq. We can obtain the set An,λ,s by iteratively applying the
recursion in Corollary 3.11. We have that
(3.17)
A4,p2,1q,3 “
 
1, x1, x
2
1, x2, x
2
2, x3, x1x3, x
2
1x3, x2x3, x
2
2x3, x
2
3,
x2x
2
3, x4, x1x4, x
2
1x4, x2x4, x
2
2x4, x3x4, x
2
3x4, x
2
4, x2x
2
4, x3x
2
4
(
.
Lemma 3.13. Let d and m be positive integers. Let i be a nonnegative integer, and let
S Ď xn´1 with m “ |S|. We have that
xinedpSq P xi`1n Qrxns ` In,λ,s(3.18)
in the following cases,
(a) d ą m` 1´ pnm`1pλq,
(b) d “ m` 1´ pnm`1pλq and d` i ą m´ pnmpλq,
(c) i ă `pλq and edpSq is in the generating set of In´1,λpiq,s,
(d) `pλq ď i ď s´ 1, k ă n, and edpSq is in the generating set of In´1,λ,s.
Proof. In case (a), by our hypothesis and Definition 1.1, we have edpSYtxnuq P In,λ,s. Hence,
we have
edpSq “ ´xned´1pSq ` edpS Y txnuq ” ´xned´1pSq mod In,λ,s,(3.19)
xinedpSq ” ´xi`1n ed´1pSq mod In,λ,s,(3.20)
so (3.18) holds.
In case (b), we assume d “ m` 1´ pnm`1pλq. For u ą 1, we have d`u ą m` 1´ pnm`1pλq,
so ed`upS Y txnuq P In,λ,s. Furthermore, since d ` i ą m ´ pnmpλq by assumption, we have
ed`ipSq P In,λ,s. Consider the identity
p1´ xintiq
ź
xjPS
p1´ xjtq “ p1` xnt` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xi´1n ti´1q
ź
xjPSYtxnu
p1´ xjtq.(3.21)
The coefficient of td`i on the left-hand side of (3.21) is
p´1qd`ied`ipSq ` p´1qd`1xinedpSq ” p´1qd`1xinedpSq mod In,λ,s,(3.22)
while the coefficient of td`i on the right-hand side of (3.21) is in In,λ,s by the fact that
ed`upS Y txnuq P In,λ,s for all u ą 0. Therefore, we have xinedpSq P In,λ,s, so (3.18) holds.
In case (c), we have i ă `pλq and d ą m´ pn´1m pλpiqq. Let j be maximal such that i ă λ1j,
so the Young diagram of λpiq is obtained from the Young diagram of λ by deleting a cell from
the jth column from the left. If n ´m ď j, then pn´1m pλpiqq “ pnm`1pλq ´ 1. Combining this
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with the inequality d ą m ´ pn´1m pλpiqq, we have d ą m ` 1 ´ pnm`1pλq, and we are done by
case (a).
If on the other hand we have n ´ m ą j, then pn´1m pλpiqq “ pnm`1pλq. Since d ą m ´
pn´1m pλpiqq, we have d ě m ` 1 ´ pn´1m pλpiqq. If d ą m ` 1 ´ pn´1m pλpiqq “ m ` 1 ´ pnm`1pλq,
then we are again done by case (a). If we have d “ m ` 1 ´ pn´1m pλpiqq “ m ` 1 ´ pnm`1pλq.
Furthermore,
pnm`1pλq “ pnmpλq ` λ1n´m ă pnmpλq ` i` 1,(3.23)
which follows from the maximality of j and our assumption that n´m ą j. Combining our
assumption that d “ m` 1´ pnm`1pλq with (3.23), we have
d` i ą m´ pnmpλq.(3.24)
Hence, we are done by case (b).
In case (d), we have d ą m ´ pn´1m pλq. Since k ă n by assumption, we have that λ1n “ 0,
so pnm`1pλq “ pn´1m pλq. Hence, we have d ą m ´ pnm`1pλq. If d ą m ` 1 ´ pnm`1pλq, then
we are done by case (a). Otherwise, we have d “ m ` 1 ´ pnm`1pλq. Furthermore, since
λ1n´m ď `pλq ă i ` 1, then (3.23) continues to hold, and combining it with the equality
d “ m` 1´ pnm`1pλq, we obtain d` i ą m´ pnmpλq. Hence, we are done by case (b). 
Lemma 3.14. The set An,λ,s represents a Q-spanning set of Rn,λ,s.
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. When n “ 1, either λ “ p1q or λ “ H. In the case
when λ “ p1q, then R1,λ,s “ Qrx1s{xx1y and A1,λ,s “ t1u. In the case when λ “ H, then
R1,λ,s “ Qrx1s{pxs1q and A1,λ,s “ t1, x1, . . . , xs´11 u. Therefore, the statement holds for n “ 1.
Assume n ą 1. Suppose by way of induction that Am,µ,s is a Q-spanning set of Rm,µ,s for
all µ and m ă n. Let λ P Parpk, sq for some k ď n. Since xsn P In,λ,s, we have an isomorphism
of Q-vector spaces,
Rn,λ,s –
s´1à
i“0
xinRn,λ,s{xi`1n Rn,λ,s.(3.25)
Therefore, it suffices to show that every polynomial of the form xinppx1, . . . , xn´1q is congruent
to a polynomial in spanQpAn,λ,sq modulo xi`1n Qrxns ` In,λ,s. We have two cases: either
0 ď i ă `pλq or `pλq ď i ď s´ 1.
In the first case when 0 ď i ă `pλq, by our inductive hypothesis we have that An´1,λpiq,s is
a Q-spanning set of Rn´1,λpiq,s, so
ppx1, . . . , xn´1q “
ÿ
xαn´1PAn´1,λpiq,s
cα x
α
n´1 `
ÿ
edpSqPIn´1,λpiq,s
Apd, SqedpSq `
n´1ÿ
j“1
Ajx
s
j ,(3.26)
for some constants cα P Q and some polynomials Apd, Sq and Aj in Qrxn´1s, where the
second sum is over all generators of In´1,λpiq,s of the form edpSq. Hence,
xinppx1, . . . , xn´1q “
ÿ
xαn´1PAn´1,λpiq,s
cα x
i
nx
α
n´1 `
ÿ
edpSqPIn´1,λpiq,s
Apd, SqxinedpSq `
n´1ÿ
j“1
Ajx
i
nx
s
j .
(3.27)
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Observe that xinx
s
j P In,λ,s and that xinedpSq P xinQrxns ` In,λ,s by Lemma 3.13(a). Further-
more, xinx
α
n´1 P An,λ,s for all xαn´1 P An´1,λpiq,s by Corollary 3.11. Therefore, xinp is congruent
to a polynomial in spanQpAn,λ,sq modulo xi`1n Qrxns ` In,λ,s, and we are done.
In the second case, we have `pλq ď i ď s´1. If n “ k, then xin P Iλ “ In,λ,s by Remark 3.4,
so xinp P In,λ,s. Otherwise, we have k ă n, and by our inductive hypothesis we have that
An´1,λ,s is a Q-spanning set of Rn´1,λ,s. A similar application of Lemma 3.13(d) completes
the induction. Hence, An,λ,s is a Q-spanning set of Rn,λ,s. 
Lemma 3.15. We have the equality of cardinalities |Xn,λ,s| “ |An,λ,s|.
Proof. Recall that Xn,λ,s is the set of points p “ pp1, . . . , pnq P Qn such that for each 1 ď
i ď n, pi “ αj for some j, and for each 1 ď i ď s, αi appears as a coordinate in p at
least λi many times. Observe that the size of Xn,λ,s does not depend on our choice of the
distinct rational numbers αi. The statement of the lemma holds when n “ 1. Indeed, if
λ “ p1q then X1,λ,s “ tpα1qu and A1,λ,s “ t1u. Otherwise, we have that λ “ H, in which
case X1,λ,s “ tpα1q, pα2q, . . . , pαsqu and A1,λ,s “ t1, x1, . . . , xs´11 u, which are equinumerous.
In light of Corollary 3.11, it suffices to prove that the cardinalities |Xn,λ,s| satisfy the same
recursion as |An,λ,s|, namely that
|Xn,λ,s| “
`pλq´1ÿ
i“0
|Xn´1,λpiq,s| `
s´1ÿ
i“`pλq
|Xn´1,λ,s|.(3.28)
The identity (3.28) follows by observing that for `pλq ď i ď s ´ 1, the set Xn´1,λ,s is in
bijection with the set
tp P Xn,λ,s : pp1, . . . , pn´1q P Xn´1,λ,s, pn “ αi`1u(3.29)
and for 0 ď i ă `pλq, the set Xn´1,λpiq,s is in bijection with the set
tp P Xn,λ,s : pp1, . . . , pn´1q P Xn´1,λpiq,s, pn “ αi`1u,(3.30)
which completes the proof. 
Remark 3.16. The proof of Lemma 3.15 naturally leads to a recursively constructed bijec-
tion between the sets Xn,λ,s and An,λ,s, though we will have no use for this bijection.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Recall that by Lemma 3.3, we have the containment of ideals In,λ,s Ď
gr IpXn,λ,sq. Combining this with (3.3), we have
dimQpRn,λ,sq ě dimQ Qrxns
gr IpXn,λ,sq “ |Xn,λ,s|.(3.31)
Furthermore, by Lemma 3.14 and Lemma 3.15, we have
|Xn,λ,s| “ |An,λ,s| ě dimQpRn,λ,sq.(3.32)
Stringing together (3.31) and (3.32), we see that all inequalities must be equalities. In
particular, we have the equality
dimQpRn,λ,sq “ dimQ Qrxns
gr IpXn,λ,sq .(3.33)
As a consequence, we also have In,λ,s “ gr IpXn,λ,sq, hence Rn,λ,s “ Qrxns{gr IpXn,λ,sq. 
Theorem 3.17. The set of monomials An,λ,s represents a basis of Rn,λ,s.
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Proof. By the proof of Theorem 3.1, we have that |An,λ,s| “ dimQpRn,λ,sq. By Lemma 3.14,
An,λ,s is a Q-spanning set of Rn,λ,s. Hence, An,λ,s is a basis of Rn,λ,s. 
Lemma 3.18. Let h ď k ď n be positive integers, let λ P Parph, sq, and let µ P Parpk, sq. If
h “ k and λ ďdom µ, or if h ă k and λ Ď µ, then An,µ,s Ď An,λ,s and In,λ,s Ď In,µ,s.
Proof. If h “ k and λ ďdom µ or if h ă k and λ Ď µ, then pnmpλq ď pnmpµq for all m. Therefore,
the generating set of In,λ,s is contained in the generating set of In,µ,s, so In,λ,s Ď In,µ,s. By
Lemma 3.9, we have Cn,µ,s Ď Cn,λ,s, so the containment An,µ,s Ď An,λ,s follows. 
As a consequence of the containment of ideals in Lemma 3.18, we have a monotonicity
property of the multiplicities of irreducible representations contained in the ring Rn,λ,s. We
state it next in terms of graded Frobenius characteristics.
Theorem 3.19. Let h ď k ď n be positive integers, let λ P Parph, sq, and let µ P Parpk, sq
such that either h “ k and λ ďdom µ, or h ă k and λ Ď µ. For each partition ν $ n, we
have the inequality
rsνsFrobqpRn,λ,sq ě rsνsFrobqpRn,µ,sq,(3.34)
where rsνsf stands for the coefficient of sν in the Schur function expansion of f , and the
inequality is a coefficient-wise comparison of two polynomials in q.
3.4. Ordered set partitions. In this subsection, we relate the Sn-module Rn,λ,s to an
action on pn, λ, sq-ordered set partitions. We then find the Frobenius characteristic of Rn,λ,s.
Theorem 3.20. We have that dimQpRn,λ,sq “ |OPn,λ,s|. Furthermore, we have the isomor-
phism of Sn-modules
Rn,λ,s –Sn QOPn,λ,s.(3.35)
Proof. By Corollary 3.2, we have that Rn,λ,s –Sn QXn,λ,s as Sn-modules. Therefore, it
suffices to show there is an Sn-equivariant bijection between Xn,λ,s and OPn,λ,s. Define a
map ϕ : Xn,λ,s Ñ OPn,λ,s as follows. Given p P Xn,λ,s, define ϕppq “ pB1| ¨ ¨ ¨ |Bsq where Bi
is the set of indices 1 ď j ď n such that pj “ αi. By the definition of Xn,λ,s, we have that
αi appears at least λi many times as a coordinate in p. Therefore, we have |Bi| ě λi for all
i ď s, so ϕppq P OPn,λ,s. The map ϕ is clearly the desired Sn-equivariant bijection, which
completes the proof. 
Corollary 3.21. The Frobenius characteristic of Rn,λ,s is
FrobpRn,λ,sq “
ÿ
µPParpn,sq,
µĚλ
hµ
ź
iě0
ˆ
µ1i ´ λ1i`1
µ1i ´ µ1i`1
˙
,(3.36)
where µ10 :“ s.
Proof. By Theorem 3.20, we have Rn,λ,s –Sn QOPn,λ,s. We can partition the set OPn,λ,s
into Sn-orbits, where an orbit is determined by the tuple of block sizes α “ p|B1|, . . . , |Bs|q.
This correspondence sets up a bijection between the set of Sn-orbits of OPn,λ,s and the set
of all weak compositions α “ pα1, . . . , αsq of n such that α Ě λ. Given such a composition α,
let O be the corresponding Sn orbit of OPn,λ,s. Letting µ “ sortpαq, then O is isomorphic
as an Sn-module to the set of tabloids with µi boxes in the ith row. Hence, the Frobenius
characteristic of the action of Sn on the submodule QO of QOPn,λ,s is equal to hµ.
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Since QOPn,λ,s is the direct sum over all QO where O is an Sn-orbit, we have
FrobpRn,λ,sq “
ÿ
µPParpn,sq,
µĚλ
a
psq
λ,µhµ,(3.37)
where a
psq
λ,µ is the number of α P Comppn, sq such that α Ě λ and sortpαq “ µ. It is then an
easy exercise to verify a
psq
λ,µ is equal to the coefficient of hµ in the right-hand side of (3.36). 
4. Skewing formulas and exact sequences for Rn,λ,s
In this section, we develop algebraic tools for analyzing the graded Frobenius characteristic
of FrobqpRn,λ,sq. Our main tool is a recursive formula for the image of FrobqpRn,λ,sq under
the skewing operator ejpxqK from Subsection 2.2. We also show that the rings Rn,λ,s fit into
certain exact sequences.
4.1. Skewing formula. Fix j, k, s, and n positive integers with k ď n, and fix λ P Parpk, sq
throughout the subsection. In order to simplify notation, let zi :“ xn´j`i for 1 ď i ď j and
zj :“ tz1, . . . , zju “ txn´j`1, . . . , xnu. Given a polynomial fpxn´j, zjq, then σ P Sn´j acts on
the xn´j variables, and j acts on the zj variables. We have the following definitions, which
we need for our formulas for eKj FrobqpRn,λ,sq.
Definition 4.1. Let I “ pi1, . . . , ijq P r0, s´1sj. Construct a partition λpIq recursively using
the reduction operations defined in (2.3) as follows. Let λpjq :“ λ, and for 1 ď h ď j, let
λph´1q :“
#
λ
pihq
phq if ih ă `pλphqq,
λphq if ih ě `pλphqq.
Define λpIq :“ λp0q.
Let Ijs be the set of increasing sequences pi1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ijq of nonnegative integers with
ij ă s. For I P Ijs , let m be maximal such that im ă `pλq. In this case, observe that
λpIq P Parpk ´ m, sq is the partition obtained from λ by deleting one box from the end of
the rows i1 ` 1, . . . , im ` 1 and then sorting the rows. Further observe that for I “ piq, if
0 ď i ă `pλq, then λpIq “ λpiq, and if `pλq ď i ă s, then λpIq “ λ.
Given a sequence I “ pi1, . . . , ijq of distinct nonnegative integers which is not necessarily
increasing, let zIj :“ zi11 ¨ ¨ ¨ zijj . Furthermore, let ΣpIq :“ i1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ij, and let sortďpIq be the
increasing sequence obtained by sorting the entries of I.
Theorem 4.2. We have
eKj FrobqpRn,λ,sq “ FrobqpjRn,λ,sq “
ÿ
IPIjs
qΣpIq FrobqpRn´j,λpIq,sq.(4.1)
The first equality in Theorem 4.2 follows immediately by (2.17), so it suffices to prove the
second equality.
Define
Vr :“
à
IPIjs ,
ΣpIq“r
Rn´j,λpIq,s bQtjzIju.(4.2)
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The vector space Vr has the structure of a Sn´j-module, where Sn´j acts on the first factor of
each tensor product. It is also graded, where the degree of a nonzero simple tensor f b jzIj
is degpfq ` ΣpIq. Observe that if we could directly show that jRn,λ,s –Àrě0 Vr as graded
Sn´j-modules, then the second equality in Theorem 4.2 would follow. A natural choice for
this isomorphism would be the map from
À
rě0 Vr to jRn,λ,s induced by multiplication, if it
is well-defined. Unfortunately, this map is not well-defined in general, as the next example
illustrates.
Example 4.3. Let n “ 4, λ “ p13q, s “ 3, and j “ 2. In order to have a well-defined map
Vr Ñ jRn,λ,s induced by multiplication, then in particular we would need a well-defined map
Rn´j,λpIq,sbQtjzIju Ñ jRn,λ,s for each I P Ijs induced by multiplication. Letting I “ p0, 1q,
then we would need a map
R2,p1q,3 bQtx3 ´ x4u Ñ 2R4,p13q,3.(4.3)
However, in order for this map to be induced from multiplication, we would need the con-
tainment I2,p1q,3 ¨ px3 ´ x4q Ď 2I4,p13q,3. In particular, we would need
e2px1, x2qpx3 ´ x4q “ x1x2px3 ´ x4q P 2I4,p13q,3,(4.4)
which is not true. However, observe that we do have
x1x2px3 ´ x4q ` x1px23 ´ x24q ` x2px23 ´ x24q ` x3x4px3 ´ x4q P 2I4,p13q,3,(4.5)
which contains x1x2px3´x4q as a term. Further observe that all other terms in this element
have higher degree in the variables z1 “ x3 and z2 “ x4. This suggests that we may be able
to define a map from Vr induced by multiplication if we first filter the codomain jRn,λ,s by
total degree in the zj variables.
Indeed, we prove the second equality in Theorem 4.2 by filtering jRn,λ,s by total degree in
the zj “ txn´j`1, . . . , xnu variables and then constructing an explicit isomorphism of Sn´j-
modules which corresponds to the equality of symmetric functions in Theorem 4.2. Before
giving the proof, we need a few lemmata.
Lemma 4.4. We have
dimQpjRn,λ,sq “ dimQpjQOPn,λ,sq “
ÿ
IPIjs
|OPn´j,λpIq,s|.(4.6)
Proof. The first equality in (4.6) follows by Theorem 3.20, so it suffices to prove the second
equality. Given σ P OPn,λ,s, we may find a unique representative of its Stn´j`1,...,nu-orbit
by sorting the letters n ´ j ` 1, . . . , n so that they appear in order from left to right in
σ “ pB1|B2| ¨ ¨ ¨ |Bsq. By Lemma 2.2 applied to Y “ OPn,λ,s, we have that dimQpjQOPn,λ,sq
is the number of such representatives with trivial Stn´j`1,...,nu-stabilizer. Since σ P OPn,λ,s
has trivial Stn´j`1,...,nu-stabilizer if and only if n ´ j ` 1, . . . , n are in distinct blocks of σ,
then dimQpjQOPn,λ,sq is the number of σ P OPn,λ,s such that n´j`1, . . . , n are in distinct
blocks and appear in order from left to right.
Define a bijection between the set of σ P OPn,λ,s such that n´ j ` 1, . . . , n are in distinct
blocks and appear in order from left to right and the formal disjoint union of setsğ
IPIjs
OPn´j,λpIq,s(4.7)
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as follows. Given such a σ, let I “ pi1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ijq P Ijs be such that n ´ j ` 1, . . . , n are
in Bi1`1, . . . , Bij`1, respectively. Map σ to the ordered set partition obtained by removing
n ´ j ` 1, . . . , n from σ, considered as an element of OPn´j,λpIq,s in the formal disjoint
union (4.7). This defines a bijection. Indeed, given σ1 “ pB11| ¨ ¨ ¨ |B1sq P OPn´j,λpIq,s for
I “ pi1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ijq P Ijs , then the corresponding σ may be recovered by adding n´ j ` h to
block B1ih`1 for 1 ď h ď j. Hence, the second equality in (4.6) follows. 
Lemma 4.5. Let H P r0, s ´ 1sj with distinct entries, and let I “ sortďpHq. We have
λpIq ďdom λpHq.
Proof. Recall that we draw Young diagrams according to the French convention. If s “ `pλq,
then there is a bijection between the cells of the skew Young diagram λ{λpHq and the cells
of λ{λpIq such that each cell of λ{λpHq is weakly above and to the left of its corresponding
cell of λ{λpIq. It follows that λpIq ďdom λpHq. See [10, pp. 128-130] for the full proof of the
case when s “ `pλq. In the case when s ą `pλq, let m be maximal such that im ă `pλq, and
let H 1 be the subsequence of H consisting of elements less than `pλq. Then we have
λpIq “ λpi1,...,imq ďdom λpH 1q “ λpHq,(4.8)
where the inequality in the middle follows from the first case, since H 1 P r0, `pλq ´ 1sm and
pi1, . . . , imq “ sortďpH 1q. 
Remark 4.6. The alternating polynomial jz
I
j is equal to a scalar multiple of a generalized
Vandermonde determinant, denoted by ∆i1,i2,...,ij “ j! detpziqp qp,q“1,...,j in [10].
Lemma 4.7. The collection of polynomials Aj-altn,λ,s defined by
Aj-altn,λ,s :“
ď¨
IPIjs
An´j,λpIq,s ¨ jzIj(4.9)
represents a basis of jRn,λ,s, where An,λ,s is as defined in (3.15).
Proof. By Theorem 3.17, we have |An,λ,s| “ |OPn,λ,s|. By Lemma 4.4, we have
|Aj-altn,λ,s| “
ÿ
IPIjs
|An´j,λpIq,s| “
ÿ
IPIjs
|OPn´j,λpIq,s| “ dimQpjQOPn,λ,sq “ dimQpjRn,λ,sq.(4.10)
Hence, it suffices to prove Aj-altn,λ,s spans jRn,λ,s.
Recall Rn,λ,s is spanned by An,λ,s, so jRn,λ,s is spanned by jAn,λ,s. Applying the recursion
in Corollary 3.11 for An,λ,s exactly j many times shows An,λ,s can be partitioned as
An,λ,s “
ď¨
HPr0,s´1sj
An´j,λpHq,s ¨ zHj .(4.11)
Applying j to both sides of (4.11), we see that jRn,λ,s is spanned by the unionď
HPr0,s´1sj
An´j,λpHq,s ¨ jzHj .(4.12)
Given H P r0, s´1sj, if any two entries of H are equal, then we have jzHj “ 0 by Remark 4.6.
Therefore, the union (4.12) is equal to the same union restricted to those H with distinct
entries. In order to prove Aj-altn,λ,s spans jRn,λ,s, it suffices to prove that for any H P r0, s´1sj
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with distinct entries and any xαn´j P An´j,λpHq,s, we have that xαn´j ¨ jzHj is in the span of
Aj-altn,λ,s.
Indeed, let I “ sortďpHq P Ijs . By Lemma 4.5, we have λpIq ďdom λpHq, so by Lemma 3.18
we have An´j,λpHq,s Ď An´j,λpIq,s. Hence, we have xαn´j P An´j,λpIq,s. Furthermore, since H is
a permutation of I, we have jz
H
j “ ˘jzIj , so xαn´j ¨ jzHj is in the span of Aj-altn,λ,s, and the
proof is complete. 
Given a list of distinct variables W “ pw1, . . . , wvq Ď zj and any subset U “ tu1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă
u|U |u Ă rvs, let WU :“ pwu1 , . . . , wu|U |q. Given a tuple I P Ivs , let IU :“ piu1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă iu|U |q P
I |U |s . For any tuple H “ ph1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă h|U |q P I |U |s , define the monomial WHU :“ wh1u1 ¨ ¨ ¨w
h|U |
u|U | .
Recall the following lemma on elementary symmetric polynomials.
Lemma 4.8 ([10], Lemma 6.1). Let C Ď xn and W “ pw1, . . . , wvq Ď zj be disjoint sets of
variables, where W comes with a total ordering. Let I “ pi1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ivq P Ivs . For any d ě 1,
we have
edpCq ¨ p´w1qi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ p´wvqiv “
ÿ
UĎrvs
p´1q|U |
ÿ
H
p´1qΣpHqed`ΣpIq´ΣpHqpC YWUq ¨WHU ,(4.13)
where the inner sum on the right-hand side is over all tuples H “ ph1, . . . , h|U |q of nonnegative
integers, such that hp ă iup for 1 ď p ď |U |.
Lemma 4.9. Let I P Ijs , and let edpSq be a generator of In´j,λpIq,s for some d and S Ď xn´j.
We have edpS Y zaq ¨ zIj P In,λ,s, where a “ pn|S|`jpλq ´ pn´j|S| pλpIqq and za “ tz1, . . . , zau.
Proof. Let m “ |S|. Then a “ pnm`jpλq ´ pn´jm pλpIqq, which is the number of boxes weakly
to the right of column n ´ pm ` jq ` 1 of the skew diagram λ{λpIq. In order to show
edpS Y zaq ¨ zIj P In,λ,s, it suffices to prove that edpS Y zaq ¨ zia`1a`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ zijj P In,λ,s, where the
product z
ia`1
a`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ zijj is taken to be 1 in the case a “ j. By our assumption that edpSq is a
generator of In´j,λpIq,s, we have
d ą m´ pn´jm pλpIqq.(4.14)
In the case a “ j, then by combining (4.14) and pn´jm pλpIqq “ pnm`jpλq ´ a, we have
d ą m` a´ pnm`apλq. Hence, edpS Y zaq P In,λ,s so edpS Y zaqzIj P In,λ,s, and we are done.
In the case a ă j, then applying Lemma 4.8 with C “ S Y za and W “ pza`1, . . . , zjq, we
have that
edpS Y zaqzia`1a`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ zijj(4.15)
is an alternating sum of terms of the form
ed`ΣpIq´ΣpHqpS Y za Y zUq ¨ zHU ,(4.16)
where U Ď ta ` 1, . . . , ju and H “ ph1, . . . , h|U |q P I |U |s such that hp ă iup for 1 ď p ď |U |.
To complete the proof, we show that in each case ed`ΣpIq´ΣpHqpS Y za Y zUq P In,λ,s, or
equivalently that
d` ΣpIq ´ ΣpHq ą m` a` |U | ´ pnm`a`|U |pλq.(4.17)
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We claim that ia`1 ě λ1n´pm`jq`1. If |λ{λpIq| “ a, then by the definition of λpIq, we see that
|λ{λpIq| is the number of elements of I which are strictly less than `pλq. Under the assumption
that |λ{λpIq| “ a, we have ia`1 ě `pλq ě λ1n´pm`jq`1. Otherwise, we have |λ{λpIq| ě a ` 1,
so by the definition of a, the pa ` 1qth box of λ{λpIq from the right must be in a column
strictly to the left of column n´pm`jq`1 of λ. Therefore, the inequality ia`1 ě λ1n´pm`jq`1
continues to hold.
We have the string of inequalities
ij ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą ia`2 ą ia`1 ě λ1n´pm`jq`1 ě λ1n´pm`j´1q`1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ .(4.18)
Therefore, we have ÿ
tPra`1,jszU
it ě
m`jÿ
t“m`a`|U |`1
λ1n´t`1 “ pnm`jpλq ´ pnm`a`|U |pλq,(4.19)
since both sides of the inequality sum over j ´ a´ |U | many terms. By our assumption that
iup ą hp for 1 ď p ď |U |, we have ÿ
tPU
it ě ΣpHq ` |U |.(4.20)
Recalling (4.14), we have
d ą m´ pn´jm pλpIqq “ m` a´ pnm`jpλq.(4.21)
The inequality (4.17) then follows by combining (4.19), (4.20), and (4.21) with
ΣpIq ě
ÿ
tPra`1,jszU
it `
ÿ
tPU
it,(4.22)
which completes the proof. 
Lemma 4.10. With the same hypotheses as Lemma 4.9, we have
edpSq ¨ jzIj P spanQ
¨˚
˚˝ ď
HPIjs ,
ΣpHqěΣpIq`1
Qrxn´js ¨ jzHj
‹˛‹‚` jIn,λ,s.(4.23)
Proof. We have that
edpSq “ edpS Y zaq ´
dÿ
t“1
ed´tpSq ¨ etpzaq,(4.24)
so multiplying both sides by zIj and applying j, we have
edpSq ¨ jzIj “ jpedpS Y zaq ¨ zIj q ´
dÿ
t“1
ed´tpSq ¨ jpetpzaq ¨ zIj q.(4.25)
By Lemma 4.9, we have edpS Y zaq ¨ zIj P In,λ,s. Therefore, by (4.25), it suffices to prove that
each polynomial of the form ed´tpSq ¨ jpetpzaq ¨ zIj q is in the set on the right-hand side of
(4.23).
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For each t ě 1, consider the expansion of etpzaq ¨ zIj on the right-hand side of (4.25) into
monomials. Each term in the expansion is of one of the following types: (1) a monomial in
zj such that two of the exponents agree, (2) a monomial in zj whose largest exponent is s,
or (3) a monomial of the form pi ¨ zHj for some pi P Stn´j`1,...,nu and some H P Ijs such that
ΣpHq ě ΣpIq ` 1. Monomials of the first type are sent to 0 by the operator j, monomials
of the second type are elements of In,λ,s, and for a monomial of the third type, we have
jppi ¨ zHj q “ ˘jzHj . Therefore, each term in the sum on the right-hand side of (4.25) is in
the set on the right-hand side of (4.23). Hence, edpSq ¨ jzIj is in the set as well. 
Lemma 4.11. We have an isomorphism of graded Sn´j-modules
jRn,λ,s –
à
rě0
Vr,(4.26)
where Vr is defined in (4.2).
Proof. Given r ě 0, let
Ur :“
à
IPIjs ,
ΣpIq“r
Qrxn´js bQtjzIju,(4.27)
Wěr :“ spanQ
¨˚
˚˝ ď
IPIjs ,
ΣpIqěr
Qrxn´js ¨ jzIj
‹˛‹‚Ď jRn,λ,s,(4.28)
Wr :“ Wěr{Wěr`1.(4.29)
By Lemma 4.7, we have Wě0 “ jRn,λ,s, so the subspaces Wěr of jRn,λ,s form a descending
filtration of the space jRn,λ,s. Observe that the spaces Ur, Vr, Wěr, and Wr are Qrxn´js-
modules. Furthermore, each of them has the structure of a graded Sn´j-module, where Sn´j
acts on the variables xn´j and the grading is by total degree in the variables xn “ xn´j Y zj.
Since Wěr is a filtration of jRn,λ,s which respects the graded Sn´j-module structure, we
have that jRn,λ,s – Àrě0Wr as graded Sn´j-modules. Therefore, it suffices to prove that
Vr – Wr as graded Sn´j-modules.
For r ě 0, let rµr : Ur Ñ Wr(4.30)
be the map induced by sending fpxn´jq b jzIj to the product fpxn´jq ¨ jzIj . Then rµr is a
homomorphism of Qrxn´js-modules, as well as a homomorphism of graded Sn´j-modules.
For each I P Ijs such that ΣpIq “ r and each generator of In´j,λpIq,s of the form edpSq, we have
that rµrpedpSqbjzIj q “ 0 by Lemma 4.10. We also have that rµrpxsibjzIj q “ 0 for all i ď n´j
since xsi ¨ jzIj “ jpxsi ¨ zIj q P jIn,λ,s. Since rµr is a homomorphism of Qrxn´js-modules, the
map rµr descends to a Sn´j-module homomorphism µr : Vr Ñ Wr. By Theorem 3.17, the set
An´j,λpIq,s is a basis of Rn´j,λpIq,s, so ď¨
IPIjs ,
ΣpIq“r
An´j,λpIq,s b jzIj(4.31)
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represents a basis of Vr. Furthermore, by Lemma 4.7 we have that Aj-altn,λ,s represents a basis
of jRn,λ,s, hence ď¨
IPIjs ,
ΣpIq“r
An´j,λpIq,s ¨ jzIj(4.32)
represents a basis of Wr. Since µr maps a basis to a basis, it is an isomorphism of graded
Sn´j-modules, hence Vr – Wr as graded Sn´j-modules. This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. The identity (2.17) implies the first equality in Theorem 4.2. By
Lemma 4.11, we have the equality of formal power series
FrobqpjRn,λ,sq “
ÿ
IPIjs
qΣpIqFrobqpRn´j,λpIq,sq,(4.33)
which is the second equality in Theorem 4.2. 
4.2. Exact sequences. In this subsection, we show that the rings Rn,λ,s fit into certain
exact sequences of Sn-modules. We use these exact sequences to obtain identities for the
graded Frobenius characteristic of Rn,λ,s.
Lemma 4.12. Let k ă n be distinct positive integers, and let λ P Parpk, sq with `pλq ă s.
Then there is an exact sequence of Sn-modules
0 Ñ Rn,λ,s´1 Ñ Rn,λ,s Ñ Rn,λ¨p1q,s Ñ 0(4.34)
such that the first map shifts degree by n ´ k and the second map is degree-preserving.
Equivalently, we have the identity
FrobqpRn,λ,sq “ FrobqpRn,λ¨p1q,sq ` qn´kFrobqpRn,λ,s´1q.(4.35)
Proof. It can be checked that In,λ¨p1q,s “ In,λ,s ` xen´kpxnqy. Hence, we have the quotient
map pi : Rn,λ,s Ñ Rn,λ¨p1q,s with kerpi “ xen´kpxnqy. To construct a map Rn,λ,s´1 Ñ Rn,λ,s,
first define the map rφ : Qrxns Ñ Rn,λ,s(4.36)
of Qrxns-modules given by multiplication by en´kpxnq.
We claim that In,λ,s´1 Ď kerprφq. Since In,λ,s and In,λ,s´1 have the same elementary symmet-
ric polynomial generators, it suffices to show that rφpxs´1i q “ 0 for all i ď n, or equivalently
that xs´1i en´kpxnq P In,λ,s. By symmetry, it suffices to show that xs´1n en´kpxnq P In,λ,s.
Observe that xs´1n en´kpxnq ” xs´1n en´kpxn´1q mod In,λ,s. Furthermore, since en´kpxn´1q is
a generator of In´1,λ,s, then by Lemma 3.13(d) applied to S “ xn´1 and i “ s, we have
xs´1n en´kpxn´1q P xsnQrxns ` In,λ,s “ In,λ,s. Hence, xs´1n en´kpxnq P In,λ,s, so In,λ,s´1 Ď kerprφq
as claimed.
Therefore, rφ descends to a map
φ : Rn,λ,s´1 Ñ Rn,λ,s(4.37)
whose image is exactly xen´kpxnqy “ kerpi. Therefore, the sequence
Rn,λ,s´1
φÑ Rn,λ,s piÑ Rn,λ¨p1q,s Ñ 0(4.38)
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is exact, where φ shifts degree by n´ k. Furthermore, we have
|OPn,λ,s| “ |OPn,λ¨p1q,s| ` |OPn,λ,s´1|,(4.39)
which can be seen by partitioning OPn,λ,s into a disjoint union of two subsets by considering
those elements pB1| ¨ ¨ ¨ |Bsq such that B`pλq`1 ‰ H and those such that B`pλq`1 “ H. By
Theorem 3.20, then (4.39) implies
dimQpRn,λ,sq “ dimQpRn,λ¨p1q,sq ` dimQpRn,λ,s´1q.(4.40)
Hence, φ is injective, and we have an exact sequence
0 Ñ Rn,λ,s´1 φÑ Rn,λ,s piÑ Rn,λ¨p1q,s Ñ 0.(4.41)
To complete the proof, observe that φ and pi are Sn-module homomorphisms. 
Theorem 4.13. Let k ď n be positive integers and let λ P Parpk, sq such that `pλq ă s. We
have
FrobqpRn,λ,sq “
ÿ
mě0
qps´`pλq´mqpn´k´mq
„
s´ `pλq
m

q
Frobq
`
Rn,λ¨p1mq,`pλq`m
˘
,(4.42)
where
”
s´`pλq
m
ı
q
“ 0 for m ą s´ `pλq and Frobq
`
Rn,λ¨p1mq,`pλq`m
˘ “ 0 for m ą n´ k.
Proof. Proceed by induction on s ´ `pλq. The base case where s ´ `pλq “ 1 holds by
Lemma 4.12. Fix a ą 1, and assume by way of induction that (4.42) holds for s and λ
such that 0 ă s ´ `pλq ă a. Let k ď n be positive integers, and let λ P Parpk, sq such that
s´ `pλq “ a. By (4.35), we have
FrobqpRn,λ,sq “ Frobq
`
Rn,λ¨p1q,s
˘` qn´kFrobq pRn,λ,s´1q .(4.43)
Applying our inductive hypothesis, we have
(4.44) FrobqpRn,λ,sq “
ÿ
mě0
qps´`pλq´1´mqpn´k´1´mq
„
s´ `pλq ´ 1
m

q
Frobq
`
Rn,λ¨p1m`1q,`pλq`m`1
˘
` qn´k
˜ÿ
pě0
qps´1´`pλq´pqpn´k´pq
„
s´ `pλq ´ 1
p

q
Frobq
`
Rn,λ¨p1pq,`pλq`p
˘¸
,
which we may rewrite as
(4.45) FrobqpRn,λ,sq “ qps´`pλqqpn´kqFrobq
`
Rn,λ,`pλq
˘
`
ÿ
mě1
˜
qps´`pλq´mqpn´k´mq
„
s´ `pλq ´ 1
m´ 1

q
`qps´1´`pλq´mqpn´k´mq`pn´kq
„
s´ `pλq ´ 1
m

q
¸
Frobq
`
Rn,λ¨p1mq,`pλq`m
˘
.
The identity
“
a
b
‰
q
“ “a´1
b´1
‰
q
` qb“a´1
b
‰
q
with a “ s´ `pλq and b “ m shows that the coefficient
of Frobq
`
Rn,λ¨p1mq,`pλq`m
˘
on the right-hand side of (4.45) is equal to
qps´`pλq´mqpn´k´mq
„
s´ `pλq
m

q
.(4.46)
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Figure 6. The standard extended column-increasing filling associated to
p1, 3, 5, 7, 8 | 2, 9, 10| 4, 6q P OP10,p3,2q,3, where the basement cells are bolded.
Hence, the right-hand side of (4.45) is equal to the right-hand side of (4.42), which completes
the induction. 
5. Inversions and diagonal inversions
In this section, we define inversion and diagonal inversion statistics on labeled objects
which are in bijection with OPn,λ,s and use them to give formulas for the Hilbert series and
graded Frobenius characteristic of Rn,λ,s. In Subsection 5.1, we define extended column-
increasing fillings and the statistics inv and dinv. In Subsection 5.2, we prove that the
statistics inv and dinv are equidistributed and their monomial generating functions are equal.
In Subsection 5.3, we then prove our Hilbert series and graded Frobenius characteristic
formulas for Rn,λ,s in terms of these statistics.
5.1. The statistics inv and dinv. Given pB1| ¨ ¨ ¨ |Bsq P OPn,λ,s, define a standard extended
column-increasing filling of λ1 as follows. First, define a column-increasing filling of the
Young diagram of λ1 by labeling the ith column with the λi smallest elements of Bi. Then,
for each i, place the rest of the elements of Bi in their own cells vertically below the ith
column of the diagram in increasing order from top to bottom. We call the labels below the
diagram the basement labels and the cells containing them the basement cells.
Let SECIn,λ,s be the set of standard extended column-increasing fillings of λ
1. See Figure 6
for the standard extended column-increasing filling associated to the ordered set partition
p1, 3, 5, 7, 8 | 2, 9, 10 | 4, 6q P OP10,p3,2q,3, where 4, 6, 7, 8, and 10 are basement labels.
Given a composition α P Comppk, sq, we define an extended column-increasing filling ϕ of
dg1pαq to consist of
‚ A diagram Dpϕq “ dg1pαq Y Bpϕq, where Bpϕq is a possibly empty collection of
basement cells in columns 1 ď i ď s and rows j ď 0, such that in each column i the
basement cells are top justified so that the top basement cell is at coordinates pi, 0q,
‚ A labeling of the cells of Dpϕq which weakly increases down each column.
We denote by σpϕq the column-increasing filling obtained by restricting ϕ to dg1pαq. Given
a cell pi, jq P Dpϕq, we denote by ϕi,j the label of ϕ in the cell pi, jq. Let ECIn,α,s be the set
of extended column-increasing fillings ϕ of dg1pαq with n cells. Let SECIn,α,s be the subset
of ECIn,α,s consisting of standard extended column-increasing fillings which use the letters in
rns without repetition. See Figure 7 for an example of an extended column-increasing filling
in ECI11,p2,3,0,1q,4.
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Figure 7. An extended column-increasing filling in ECI11,p2,3,0,1q,4. We have
labeled the rows and columns for the reader’s aid.
The reading word of ϕ is the concatenation rwpϕq :“ rwpσpϕqq v, where v is the word
obtained by reading the labels of Bpϕq left to right across each row, from top to bottom.
The inversion reading word of ϕ is the concatenation irwpϕq :“ rwpσpϕqqw, where w is the
word obtained by reading the labels of Bpϕq down each column, starting with column 1 and
ending with column s. The ordering of the cells of ϕ corresponding to rwpϕq and irwpϕq
are the reading order and the inversion reading order of ϕ, respectively. For the standard
extended column-increasing filling ϕ in Figure 6, we have rwpϕq “ 1 3 2 5 9 7 10 4 8 6 and
irwpϕq “ 1 3 2 5 9 7 8 10 4 6.
Definition 5.1. Given ϕ P ECIn,α,s, an inversion of ϕ is one of the following,
(I1) A diagonal inversion of σpϕq, as defined in Subsection 2.3,
(I2) A pair ppi, 1q, pi1, j1qq where pi, 1q P dg1pαq and pi1, j1q P Bpϕq, and such that i ą i1
and ϕi,1 ą ϕi1,j1 ,
(I3) A pair pi, pi1, j1qq, where pi1, j1q P Bpϕq and i is an integer such that 1 ď i ă i1.
Let invpϕq be the number of inversions of ϕ.
For ϕ in Figure 7, we have the following inversions,
Type (I1): pp1, 2q, p2, 2qq, pp1, 1q, p4, 1qq, and pp2, 1q, p4, 1qq
Type (I2): pp2, 1q, p1, 0qq and pp2, 1q, p1,´1qq
Type (I3): p1, p2, 0qq, p1, p3, 0qq, p2, p3, 0qq, p1, p3,´1qq, and p2, p3,´1qq.
In total, we have invpϕq “ 10.
We also introduce a diagonal inversion statistic on extended column-increasing fillings. Let
an α-attacking pair be a pair of coordinates ppi, jq, pi1, j1qq such that 1 ď i ď s, 1 ď i1 ď s,
j ď αi, and j1 ď αi1 , and such that one of the following holds,
‚ We have j “ j1 and i ă i1,
‚ We have j “ j1 ` 1 and i ą i1.
Definition 5.2. A diagonal inversion of ϕ is an α-attacking pair ppi, jq, pi1, j1qq such that
one of the following holds,
(D1) We have pi, jq, pi1, j1q P Dpϕq such that ϕi,j ą ϕi1,j1 ,
(D2) We have pi, jq R Dpϕq and pi1, j1q P Dpϕq.
Let dinvpϕq be the number of diagonal inversions of ϕ.
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For ϕ in Figure 7, we have the following diagonal inversions,
Type (D1): pp1, 2q, p2, 2qq, pp1, 1q, p4, 1qq, pp2, 1q, p4, 1qq, and pp2, 1q, p1, 0qq,
pp2, 0q, p3, 0qq and pp2, 0q, p1,´1qq
Type (D2): pp4, 0q, p1,´1qq, pp4, 0q, p3,´1qq, and pp2,´1q, p3,´1qq.
In total, we have dinvpϕq “ 9.
Remark 5.3. The notion of an extended column-increasing filling is a variation of the fillings
introduced in [25] during the preparation of this article. To translate between our conventions
and theirs, simply flip our labelings across the horizontal axis and convert each basement
label into a floating number. Under this identification between OPn,λ,s and SECIn,λ,s, the
inversion statistic in Definition 5.1 is similar to, but not the same as, the coinv statistic
in [25]. In particular, coinv uses a different definition of attacking pair, where ppi, jq, pi1, j1qq
forms an attacking pair in λ1 if j “ j1 and i ă i1, or j1 “ j ` 1 and i ą i1. The condition (I1)
in Definition 5.1 is then replaced with the condition that this alternate type of attacking
pair contributes to the number of coinversions if ϕi,j ă ϕi1,j1 .
5.2. Equidistribution of inv and dinv. We need the following equidistribution theorem
for the statistics inv and dinv. Before proving the theorem, we prove several lemmata.
Theorem 5.4. For λ P Parpk, sq, we have the identity of multivariate generating functions,ÿ
ϕPECIn,λ,s
qinvpϕqxϕ “
ÿ
ϕPECIn,λ,s
qdinvpϕqxϕ,(5.1)
where xϕ :“śiě1 x#i’s in ϕi .
Our strategy for proving Theorem 5.4 is inspired by generalizations of the Carlitz bijection
constructed by Gillespie [22], Rhoades-Wilson [24], Rhoades-Yu-Zhao [25], and Wilson [34].
Since [25] uses our theorems to prove their results, we give independent proofs in order to
avoid creating a cycle in the logical flow of the proofs.
Let γ “ pγ1, . . . , γmq be a composition of n with γi ą 0 for all i. A sequence c “ pc1, . . . , cnq
of nonnegative integers is γ-weakly decreasing if every subsequence
cγ1`¨¨¨`γi , cγ1`¨¨¨`γi`1, . . . , cγ1`¨¨¨`γi`γi`1´1
is weakly decreasing. For example, if γ “ p3, 2, 1, 1q, then the sequence c “ p5, 5, 2, 6, 3, 1, 2q
is γ-weakly decreasing. Let
Cn,λ,spγq :“ tc P Cn,λ,s : c is γ-weakly decreasingu.(5.2)
Observe that when γ “ p1nq, then Cn,λ,sp1nq “ Cn,λ,s. For 0 ď i ď s´ 1 and any λ, let
Cpiqn´1,λ,spγq :“ tpc1, . . . , cn´1q P Cn´1,λ,spγq : cn´1 ě iu.(5.3)
Lemma 5.5. Let γ “ pγ1, . . . , γmq be a composition of n with γi ą 0 for all i. If γm ą 1, we
have
Cn,λ,spγq “
`pλq´1ď¨
i“0
Cpiq
n´1,λpiq,spγ1, . . . , γm ´ 1q ¨ piq Y¨
s´1ď¨
i“`pλq
Cpiqn´1,λ,spγ1, . . . , γm ´ 1q ¨ piq.(5.4)
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If γm “ 1, we have
Cn,λ,spγq “
`pλq´1ď¨
i“0
Cn´1,λpiq,spγ1, . . . , γm´1q ¨ piq Y¨
s´1ď¨
i“`pλq
Cn´1,λ,spγ1, . . . , γm´1q ¨ piq.(5.5)
Proof. In the case where γm ą 1, then for i ă `pλq, the set Cpiqn´1,λpiq,spγ1, . . . , γm ´ 1q ¨ piq is
the subset of Cn´1,λpiq,s ¨ piq of γ-weakly decreasing sequences, by definition. Similarly, for
i ě `pλq, the set Cpiqn´1,λ,spγ1, . . . , γm´1q¨piq is the subset of Cn´1,λ,s ¨piq of γ-weakly decreasing
sequences, by definition. Therefore, the partition (5.4) follows immediately from Lemma 3.8
by restricting both sides to γ-weakly decreasing sequences. The case where γm “ 1 follows
from Lemma 3.8 by similar reasoning. 
Given a word w on positive integers, we say that it has content γ if i appears as a letter
in w exactly γi many times for 1 ď i ď m. Let ECIn,α,spγq be the set of ϕ P ECIn,α,s such
that rwpϕq has content γ.
To each ϕ P ECIn,α,spγq, we assign an inversion code and a diagonal inversion code, defined
next. These codes are inspired by the generalized Carlitz codes in [22] and the coinversion
codes in [24, 25].
Given ϕ P ECIn,α,spγq, let pi1, j1q, pi2, j2q, . . . , pin, jnq be the cells of Dpϕq, listed so that
ϕi1,j1 ď ϕi2,j2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď ϕin,jn , and breaking ties in inversion reading order. For example, for
ϕ in Figure 7, the cells of Dpϕq are listed in the order
p2, 3q, p2, 2q, p4, 1q, p1, 2q, p1, 1q, p1, 0q, p1,´1q, p3, 0q, p3,´1q, p2, 1q, p2, 0q.(5.6)
Let cp be the total number of inversions of ϕ of the following types,
‚ Type (I1) inversions of the form ppi, jq, pip, jpqq for some i and j,
‚ Type (I2) inversions of the form ppi, 1q, pip, jpqq for some i,
‚ Type (I3) inversions of the form pi, pip, jpqq for some i.
Define the inversion code of ϕ to be invcodeαpϕq :“ pcn, cn´1, . . . , c1q. Observe that the sum
of the entries of invcodeαpϕq is equal to invpϕq. For ϕ in Figure 7, we have
invcodeαpϕq “ p0, 1, 2, 0, 0, 1, 1, 2, 2, 0, 1q,(5.7)
where α “ p2, 3, 0, 1q.
Given ϕ P ECIn,α,spγq, let pi1, j1q, pi2, j2q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pin, jnq be the cells of Dpϕq, listed so that
ϕi1,j1 ď ϕi2,j2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď ϕin,jn , and breaking ties in reading order. For example, for ϕ in Fig-
ure 7, the cells of Dpϕq are listed in the same order as in (5.6), except with the three cells
labeled by 5 listed in the order p1, 0q, p3, 0q, p1,´1q. Let dp be the total number of diagonal
inversions of type (D1) and (D2) of the form ppi, jq, pip, jpqq for some i and j. Define the
diagonal inversion code to be dinvcodeαpϕq :“ pdn, dn´1, . . . , d1q. For ϕ in Figure 7, we have
dinvcodeαpϕq “ p0, 1, 2, 0, 0, 1, 1, 2, 2, 0, 0q,(5.8)
where α “ p2, 3, 0, 1q.
Lemma 5.6. Sending ϕ P ECIn,α,spγq to its inversion code gives a map
invcodeα : ECIn,α,spγq Ñ Cn,sortpαq,sprevpγqq.(5.9)
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Proof. Let λ “ sortpαq for convenience. It suffices to show that if ϕ P ECIn,α,spγq, then
pcn, cn´1, . . . , c1q P Cn,λ,sprevpγqq. We first show that pcn, cn´1, . . . , c1q P Cn,λ,s.
Let pi1, j1q, pi2, j2q, . . . , pin, jnq be the cells of ϕ, listed so that ϕi1,j1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď ϕin,jn and then
breaking ties in inversion reading order. Suppose the λ1m cells in the mth row of dg
1pαq are
the p1th, p2th,. . . , pλ1mth cells in the list, with p1 ă p2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă pλ1m . Then we have cpt ď λ1m´t
for 1 ď t ď λ1m. Therefore, pcp1 , . . . , cpλ1m q Ď βmpλq “ p0, . . . , λ1m ´ 1q. Furthermore, for each
p such that pip, jpq P Bpϕq, we have cp ď s´ 1. Therefore, pcn, cn´1, . . . , c1q is contained in a
pn, λ, sq-shuffle, hence it is in Cn,λ,s.
To complete the proof, it suffices to show that pcn, cn´1, . . . , c1q is revpγq-weakly decreasing.
Equivalently, we show that for 1 ď p ď n ´ 1 such that ϕip,jp “ ϕip`1,jp`1 , then we have
cp ď cp`1. Given p such that ϕip,jp “ ϕip`1,jp`1 , define an injection from the set of inversions
counted toward cp to the set of inversions counted toward cp`1 as follows.
First, suppose that both pip, jpq and pip`1, jp`1q are cells of dg1pαq. In this case, all in-
versions counting toward cp and cp`1 are among labels in σpϕq. Let ppa, bq, pip, jpqq be an
inversion of σpϕq, so ϕa,b ą ϕip,jp “ ϕip`1,jp`1 . Since pa, bq appears before pip`1, jp`1q in read-
ing order, then we have b ě jp`1. Therefore, we have a ‰ ip`1 since ϕ is column-increasing.
If a ă ip`1, then map ppa, bq, pip, jpqq to ppa, jp`1q, pip`1, jp`1qq, which is an inversion since
ϕa,jp`1 ě ϕa,b ą ϕip`1,jp`1 by the fact that ϕ is column-increasing. Otherwise, if a ą ip`1,
then b ě jp`1 ` 1. Map ppa, bq, pip, jpqq to ppa, jp`1 ` 1q, pip`1, jp`1qq, which is an inversion
since ϕa,jp`1`1 ě ϕa,b ą ϕip`1,jp`1 . It is clear that this map is an injection, since each such
inversion ppa, bq, pip, jpqq has a unique a value. Hence, cp ď cp`1.
Second, suppose that pip, jpq P dg1pαq and pip`1, jp`1q P Bpϕq. Let ppa, bq, pip, jpqq be an
inversion of ϕ. We have that a ‰ ip`1 by the fact that ϕ is column-increasing. If a ą ip`1,
then map ppa, bq, pip, jpqq to the inversion ppa, 1q, pip`1, jp`1qq of type (I2). This is indeed
an inversion since ϕa,1 ě ϕa,b ą ϕip,jp “ ϕip`1,jp`1 . Otherwise, if a ă ip`1, then mapppa, bq, pip, jpqq to the inversion pa, pip`1, jp`1qq of type (I3). By the same reasoning as the
first case, this map is an injection, hence cp ď cp`1.
Finally, suppose that pip, jpq, pip`1, jp`1q P Bpϕq. Since pip, jpq precedes pip`1, jp`1q in
inversion reading order, we have ip ď ip`1. Let ppa, 1q, pip, jpqq be an inversion of type (I2),
so that ϕa,1 ą ϕip,jp “ ϕip`1,jp`1 . By the fact that ϕ is column-increasing, we have that
a ‰ ip`1. If a ą ip`1, map ppa, 1q, pip, jpqq to the inversion ppa, 1q, pip`1, jp`1qq of type (I2).
Otherwise, if a ă ip`1, then map ppa, 1q, pip, jpqq to the inversion pa, pip`1, jp`1qq of type
(I3). If pa, pip, jpqq is an inversion of type (I3) with a ă ip, then map it to the inversion
pa, pip`1, jp`1qq of type (I3), which is an inversion since a ă ip ď ip`1. By the same reasoning
as the previous two cases, this map is an injection. Hence, we have cp ď cp`1 in all cases. 
Lemma 5.7. Sending ϕ P ECIn,α,spγq to its diagonal inversion code gives a map
dinvcodeα : ECIn,α,spγq Ñ Cn,sortpαq,sprevpγqq.(5.10)
Proof. It suffices to show that if ϕ P ECIn,α,spγq, then pdn, dn´1, . . . , d1q P Cn,sortpαq,sprevpγqq.
The fact that pdn, . . . , d1q P Cn,sortpαq,s follows by the same reasoning as in the proof of
Lemma 5.6, so it suffices to prove that pdn, dn´1, . . . , d1q is revpγq-weakly decreasing. Let
pi1, j1q, pi2, j2q, . . . , pin, jnq be the cells of ϕ, listed so that ϕi1,j1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď ϕin,jn and then
breaking ties in reading order. It suffices to prove that for 1 ď p ď n ´ 1 such that
ϕip,jp “ ϕip`1,jp`1 , then we have dp ď dp`1. Given p such that ϕip,jp “ ϕip`1,jp`1 , define
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an injection from the set of diagonal inversions counted toward dp to the set of diagonal
inversions counted toward dp`1 as follows.
First, suppose that pip, jpq, pip`1, jp`1q P dg1pαq. Then dp “ cp and dp`1 “ cp`1, where
pcn, . . . , c1q “ invcodeαpϕq, since all diagonal inversions counting toward dp and dp`1 are
among entries in σpϕq, hence we have dp ď dp`1 by Lemma 5.6.
Second, suppose pip, jpq P dg1pαq and pip`1, jp`1q P Bpϕq. Let ppa, bq, pip, jpqq be a diagonal
inversion of ϕ. Just as in the first case of the proof of Lemma 5.6, we have b ě jp ě jp`1 and
a ‰ ip`1. If a ă ip`1, map ppa, bq, pip, jpqq to the diagonal inversion ppa, jp`1q, pip`1, jp`1qq,
which is either a diagonal inversion of type (D1) or of type (D2), depending on whether
pa, jp`1q is in Dpϕq or not, respectively. If a ą ip`1, map ppa, bq, pip, jpqq to ppa, jp`1 `
1q, pip`1, jp`1qq, which is similarly either a diagonal inversion of type (D1) or (D2) depending
on whether pa, jp`1 ` 1q is in Dpϕq or not, respectively. The details of the fact that this is
a well-defined injection are similar to the second case of the proof of Lemma 5.6, hence we
omit them. We conclude that dp ď dp`1.
Finally, suppose that pip, jpq, pip`1, jp`1q P Dpϕq. The map on diagonal inversions
ppa, bq, pip, jpqq of type (D1) is the same as in the second case above, and we omit the
details. Let ppa, bq, pip, jpqq be a diagonal inversion of type (D2), so that pa, bq R Dpϕq.
Since pip`1, jp`1q P Dpϕq and b ě jp ě jp`1, we have a ‰ ip`1. Observe that since
pa, bq R Dpϕq, then pa, jp`1q R Dpϕq. If a ă ip`1, map ppa, bq, pip, jpqq to the diagonal in-
version ppa, jp`1q, pip`1, jp`1qq of type (D2). Otherwise, if a ą ip`1, then pa, jp`1` 1q R Dpϕq,
and we map ppa, bq, pip, jpqq to the diagonal inversion ppa, jp`1` 1q, pip`1, jp`1qq of type (D2).
Hence, we have dp ď dp`1 in all cases. 
We define a map inverse to invcodeα via an insertion algorithm based on [24, 25]. Given
pcn, . . . , c1q P Cn,sortpαq,sprevpγqq, construct an element ιαpcn, . . . , c1q P ECIn,α,spγq by the
following procedure. At each step in the algorithm, label the columns of the partial labeling
of dg1pαq with 0, 1, 2, . . . , s ´ 1 inductively as follows. Suppose we have already used the
column labels 0, 1, . . . , j ´ 1. We say that a column 1 ď i ď s is unfilled if there is a cell of
dg1pαq in column i which is unfilled. If there is an unfilled column of dg1pαq which does not
have a label, scan through the diagram in reading order until an unfilled cell of the diagram
is reached whose column is unlabeled, and label that column with j. Otherwise, label the
leftmost unlabeled column with j.
At the 0th step in the algorithm, start with the unfilled diagram dg1pαq, and let a1a2 ¨ ¨ ¨ an
be the unique word with content γ such that a1 ď a2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď an. At the ith step for
1 ď i ď n, assume we have already inserted a1, . . . , ai´1 into the filling. Label the columns
of the partially filled diagram according to the procedure above. Let column j be the unique
column labeled ci. If column j is unfilled, label the highest unfilled cell in that column with
ai. Otherwise, add a basement cell to column j and label it with ai. Let ι
αpcn, . . . , c1q be
the filling obtained after step n of the algorithm.
See Figure 8 for an example of the insertion algorithm when n “ 9, α “ p3, 2, 0q, s “ 3,
pcn, . . . , c1q “ p0, 0, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0q, and γ “ p2, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1q. Observe that the final output is
a filling with inversion code pcn, . . . , c1q.
We also define a map inverse to dinvcodeα via an insertion algorithm. The insertion
algorithm is the same, except that at each step in the algorithm, we label the columns by a
different procedure.
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Figure 8. An example of the insertion algorithm for ιαpcn, . . . , c1q for
n “ 9, α “ p3, 2, 0q, s “ 3, pcn, . . . , c1q “ p0, 0, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0q, and
γ “ p2, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1q.
Let pdn, . . . , d1q P Cn,sortpαq,sprevpγqq. At step 1 ď i ď n in the algorithm, suppose we
have a partial filling of dg1pαq. Label the columns of the diagram with 0, 1, 2, . . . , s ´ 1
inductively as follows. Suppose we have already used the labels 0, 1, . . . , j´ 1. Scan through
the coordinates pa, bq with 1 ď a ď s and b ď αa left to right across each row, starting with
the top row. When an unfilled coordinate pa, bq is reached in a column which is unlabeled,
label that column with j.
After all columns are labeled, let column j be the unique column labeled di. If column
j is unfilled, label the highest unfilled cell in column j with ai. Otherwise, add a basement
cell to column j and label it with ai. Let ι
α
d pdn, . . . , d1q be the filling obtained after step n
of the algorithm.
Although ιαpcn, . . . , c1q and ιαd pdn, . . . , d1q also depend on γ, we suppress γ from the nota-
tion for convenience. See Figure 9 for an example of the insertion algorithm for ιαd with n “ 9,
α “ p3, 2, 0q, s “ 3, pdn, . . . , d1q “ p0, 0, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0q, and γ “ p2, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1q. Observe
that the final output is a filling with dinvcodeα equal to pdn, . . . , d1q. Further observe that
the two insertion algorithms for ια and ιαd output different fillings for the same sequence.
Lemma 5.8. Sending pcn, . . . , c1q to ιαpcn, . . . , c1q gives a map
ια : Cn,sortpαq,sprevpγqq Ñ ECIn,α,spγq.(5.11)
Sending pdn, . . . , d1q to ιαd pdn, . . . , d1q gives a map
ιαd : Cn,sortpαq,sprevpγqq Ñ ECIn,α,spγq.(5.12)
Proof. Given pcn, . . . , c1q P Cn,sortpαq,sprevpγqq, it is immediate that the reading word of
ιαpcn, . . . , c1q has content γ and that the resulting filling is column-increasing, since a1 ď
¨ ¨ ¨ ď an are inserted in increasing order. Therefore, in order to prove that ιαpcn, . . . , c1q P
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ECIn,α,spγq, it suffices to prove that all cells of dg1pαq are filled at the end of the algorithm.
We proceed by induction on n. In the base case n “ 1, if dg1pαq is empty then the conclu-
sion is immediate. Otherwise, dg1pαq consists of one cell, whose column is labeled 0 at the
beginning of the algorithm. The only pn, sortpαq, sq-staircase is p0q, hence the unique cell of
dg1pαq is filled after step 1.
In the inductive step, let n ą 1 and assume that ια gives a map ια : Cm,sortpαq,sprevpγqq Ñ
ECIm,α,spγq for all m ă n and all α, s, and γ. Fix α, s, and γ, and let λ “ sortpαq. We
claim that ια gives a map ια : Cn,λ,sprevpγqq Ñ ECIn,α,spγq. Let pcn, . . . , c1q P Cn,λ,sprevpγqq,
and initialize the unfilled diagram dg1pαq.
At the first step of the algorithm, the label a1 “ 1 is inserted into the column labeled c1.
Suppose this column is the jth column from the left. If αj ą 0, then the remaining unfilled
cells of dg1pαq form the conjugate diagram of the composition αpc1q :“ pα1, . . . , αj´1, . . . , αsq.
By the way we have labeled the columns of dg1pαq, we have sortpαpc1qq “ λpc1q.
If γ1 ą 1, then by Lemma 5.5, we have pcn, . . . , c2q P Cpc1qn´1,λpc1q,spγm, . . . , γ2, γ1´ 1q. By our
inductive hypothesis, we have the map
ια
pc1q : Cn´1,λpc1q,spγm, . . . , γ2, γ1 ´ 1q Ñ ECIn´1,αpc1q,spγ1 ´ 1, γ2, . . . , γmq,(5.13)
so there are no unfilled cells of dg1pαpc1qq in ιαpc1qpcn, . . . , c2q. Observe that by the construction
of the insertion algorithm, ια
pc1qpcn, . . . , c2q is obtained from ιαpcn, . . . , c1q by deleting the cell
labeled a1. Hence, there are no unfilled cells of dg
1pαq in ιαpcn, . . . , c1q, so ιαpcn, . . . , c1q P
ECIn,α,spγq. The case when αi ą 0 and γ1 “ 1, and the cases when αi “ 0 and γ1 “ 1 or
γ1 ą 1, follow by similar applications of the inductive hypothesis and Lemma 5.5. Hence, ια
gives a map to ECIn,α,spγq in all cases, and the induction is complete.
The fact that ιαd is well-defined follows from the fact that ι
α is well-defined. Indeed, it is
immediate from the construction of ιαd that the reading word of ι
α
d pcn, . . . , c1q has content γ
and that the columns are weakly increasing. Furthermore, since unfilled columns of dg1pαq
are labeled in the same way in both insertion algorithms, then the fillings ιαpcn, . . . , c1q and
ιαd pcn, . . . , c1q are the same when restricted to dg1pαq. Hence, ιαd pcn, . . . , c1q is also an element
of ECIn,α,spγq, so ιαd is a map to ECIn,α,spγq. 
Lemma 5.9. The map invcodeα is a bijection with inverse ια, and the map dinvcodeα is a
bijection with inverse ιαd .
Proof. First, we prove that invcodeαpιαpcn, . . . , c1qq “ pcn, . . . , c1q for all pcn, . . . , c1q P
Cn,sortpαq,sprevpγqq. At step i in the algorithm constructing ιαpcn, . . . , c1q, let pa, bq be the
coordinates at which the label ai is inserted.
First, suppose the column labeled ci is unfilled, so that b ě 1. Since pcn, . . . , c1q is revpγq-
weakly decreasing, then all other labels aj with j ą i and aj “ ai will be inserted in a
position which is after pa, bq in inversion reading order. Therefore, for every q ă a such that
column q has label less than ci then the cell pq, bq is unfilled at step i. Therefore, the cell
pq, bq is filled with a label strictly larger than ai by the end of the algorithm. Furthermore,
for every q ą a such that the column q has label less than ci, the cell pq, b ` 1q is unfilled
at step i, hence pq, b ` 1q must be filled with a label strictly larger than ai by the end of
the algorithm. Since there are ci many labels less than ci, then the number of inversions of
type (I1) of the form ppi, jq, pa, bqq in ιαpcn, . . . , c1q is ci. Hence, the pn ´ i ` 1qth entry of
invcodeαpιαpcn, . . . , c1qq is ci, as desired.
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Figure 9. An example of the insertion algorithm for ιαd pcn, . . . , c1q when n “
9, α “ p3, 2, 0q, s “ 3, and pdn, . . . , d1q “ p0, 0, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0q.
Second, suppose column a is filled, so that ai is inserted into a basement cell in column
a. By construction of the algorithm, for each column q ą a which is unfilled at step i,
the entry pq, 1q will be filled with a number strictly greater than ai. Furthermore, each
column q ă a has a label which is smaller than ci. Hence, the number of inversions in
ιαpcn, . . . , c1q of type (I2) of the form ppq, 1q, pa, bqq plus the number of type (I3) of the form
pq, pa, bqq is ci, so the pn´ i` 1qth entry of invcodeαpιαpcn, . . . , c1qq is ci. We conclude that
invcodeαpιαpcn, . . . , c1qq “ pcn, . . . , c1q, so invcodeα ˝ ια “ Id.
We claim that ια ˝ invcodeα “ Id. Let ϕ P ECIn,α,spγq with pcn, . . . , c1q “ invcodeαpϕq.
Suppose column a is the unique column labeled c1 at step 1 of the insertion algorithm for
ια. By the definition of c1, the first 1 in ϕ in inversion reading order is in the top-most cell
of column a. Therefore, the location of the first 1 in ϕ is the same as the location of the
label a1 in ι
αpcn, . . . , c1q. Since ιαpc1qpcn, . . . , c2q is obtained from ιαpcn, . . . , c1q by deleting
the first cell labeled 1 (and shifting labels in the case that γ1 “ 1), then a straightforward
induction on n shows that ιαpcn, . . . , c1q “ ϕ, so the claim follows.
We conclude that ια and invcodeα are mutually inverse, and hence they are bijections.
The fact that ιαd and dinvcode
α are bijections which are mutually inverse follows by a similar
argument using reading order in place of inversion reading order. 
Proof of Theorem 5.4. We have the bijection
ιλ ˝ dinvcodeλ : ECIn,λ,spγq Ñ ECIn,λ,spγq,(5.14)
which maps ϕ P ECIn,λ,spγq to ϕ1 P ECIn,λ,spγq with dinvcodeλpϕq “ invcodeλpϕ1q. Therefore,
we have dinvpϕq “ invpϕ1q. Hence, we haveÿ
ϕPECIn,λ,spγq
qinvpϕq “
ÿ
ϕPECIn,λ,spγq
qdinvpϕq,(5.15)
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for all γ “ pγ1, . . . , γmq a composition of n into positive parts. Let setpγq :“ tγ1, γ1 `
γ2, . . . , γ1` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` γm´1u. Since both sides of (5.1) are quasisymmetric, we have the following
expansions into monomial quasisymmetric functions,ÿ
ϕPECIn,λ,s
qinvpϕqxϕ “
ÿ
γ
¨˝ ÿ
ϕPECIn,λ,spγq
qinvpϕq‚˛Mn,setpγqpxq,(5.16)
ÿ
ϕPECIn,λ,s
qdinvpϕqxϕ “
ÿ
γ
¨˝ ÿ
ϕPECIn,λ,spγq
qdinvpϕq‚˛Mn,setpγqpxq,(5.17)
where the sums are over compositions γ of n such that γi ą 0 for all i. By (5.15), the
right-hand sides of (5.16) and (5.17) are equal. This completes the proof. 
Definition 5.10. Let Dn,λ,s be the multivariate generating function in Theorem 5.4,
Dn,λ,s :“
ÿ
ϕPECIn,λ,s
qinvpϕqxϕ “
ÿ
ϕPECIn,λ,s
qdinvpϕqxϕ.(5.18)
Corollary 5.11. We have
Dn,λ,s “
ÿ
ϕPSECIn,λ,s
qinvpϕqFn,iDesprwpϕqqpxq “
ÿ
ϕPSECIn,λ,s
qdinvpϕqFn,iDesprwpϕqqpxq,(5.19)
where for any permutation pi P Sn, iDesppiq :“ Desppi´1q.
Proof. Recall from (2.14) that
Fn,Dpxq “
ÿ
wPNn,
stdpwq“pi
ź
iě1
x#i’s in wi ,(5.20)
where pi P Sn is a fixed permutation such that iDesppiq “ D. Since the statistic inv is
only dependent on λ, the positions of the labels in ϕ, and rwpϕq, then the result follows
immediately by Theorem 5.4 and Definition 5.10. 
Theorem 5.12. The generating function Dn,λ,s is a symmetric function which expands as a
positive sum of LLT symmetric functions, each shifted by some power of q.
Proof. The right-most side of (5.18) is the sum over all β P Comppn´ k, sq ofÿ
ϕ
qdinvpϕqxϕ,(5.21)
where the sum ranges over column-increasing fillings ϕ P ECIn,λ,s which have βi many base-
ment cells in column i for 1 ď i ď s. Fix β, and let m be the number of diagonal inversions
of type (D2) in a filling ϕ P ECIn,λ,s which has βi many basement cells in column i for
1 ď i ď s. Observe that m is only dependent on β and s.
Recall the LLT polynomial Gνpx; qq defined in Subsection 2.3. For 1 ď i ď `pλq, let νi be
the single row of size βi ` λi, shifted so that the cells have contents
λi, λi ´ 1, . . . , 1, 0,´1, . . . ,´βi ` 1(5.22)
from left to right. For `pλq ă i ď s, let νi be the single row of size βi, shifted so that the
cells have contents 0,´1, . . . ,´βi ` 1. Let ν “ pν1, . . . , νsq.
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We claim that ÿ
ϕ
qdinvpϕqxϕ “ qmGνpx; qq,(5.23)
where the sum is over column-increasing fillings ϕ P ECIn,λ,s which have βi many basement
cells in column i for 1 ď i ď s. Indeed, to each T “ pT p1q, . . . , T psqq P SSYTpνq associate the
column-increasing filling ϕ P ECIn,λ,s whose ith column is filled with the same multiset of
labels as T piq. It can then be checked that inversions in T correspond to diagonal inversions
of type (D1) in ϕ, which proves our claim. Since Dn,λ,s is a sum over shifted LLT polynomials
of the form (5.23), and each LLT polynomial is symmetric in x by Theorem 2.5, then Dn,λ,s
is symmetric in x. 
5.3. Monomial and quasisymmetric function formulas for FrobqpRn,λ,sq. In this sub-
section, we prove an expansion of FrobqpRn,λ,sq into Gessel’s fundamental quasisymmetric
functions in terms of the coinversion statistic. Our main tool to prove this result is the
skewing operator ejpxqK. We obtain both the monomial expansion of FrobqpRn,λ,sq stated in
the introduction as (1.28) and the formula for the Hilbert series of Rn,λ,s stated as (1.25).
We first state the main theorem in this section, Theorem 5.13, and an immediate corollary.
The remainder of this subsection is dedicated to proving Theorem 5.13.
Theorem 5.13. We have
FrobqpRn,λ,sq “ Dn,λ,s “
ÿ
ϕPECIn,λ,s
qinvpϕqxϕ “
ÿ
ϕPECIn,λ,s
qdinvpϕqxϕ,(5.24)
Corollary 5.14. We have
HilbqpRn,λ,sq “
ÿ
ϕPSECIn,λ,s
qinvpϕq “
ÿ
ϕPSECIn,λ,s
qdinvpϕq.(5.25)
Proof. Apply (2.12) to V “ Rn,λ,s and the monomial expansions in (5.24). 
Lemma 5.15. Given α P Comppk, sq, we haveÿ
ϕPECIn,α,s
qinvpϕqxϕ “ Dn,sortpαq,s.(5.26)
Proof. Let λ “ sortpαq for convenience. By Lemma 5.9, we have the bijection
ιλ ˝ invcodeα : ECIn,α,spγq Ñ ECIn,λ,spγq(5.27)
which maps ϕ P ECIn,α,spγq to ϕ1 P ECIn,λ,spγq with invcodeαpϕq “ invcodeλpϕ1q. Hence, we
have invpϕq “ invpϕ1q. Therefore,ÿ
ϕPECIn,α,spγq
qinvpϕq “
ÿ
ϕPECIn,λ,spγq
qinvpϕq.(5.28)
Since both sides of (5.26) are quasisymmetric, the proof follows by the same reasoning as in
the proof of Theorem 5.4. 
Observe that Dn,λ,s and FrobqpRn,λ,sq are homogeneous in x of positive degree, so their
constant terms are both equal to 0. Further observe that FrobqpR1,λ,sq “ D1,λ,s for all λ and s.
Recall that Dn,λ,s is a symmetric function by Theorem 5.12. Furthermore, by Lemma 2.1 any
symmetric function with zero constant term is uniquely determined by its images under the
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eKj skewing operators. By Theorem 4.2 and induction on n, in order to prove Theorem 5.13
it suffices to show that Dn,λ,s satisfies the same identity under the skewing operators as
FrobqpRn,λ,sq, namely that
eKj Dn,λ,s “
ÿ
IPIj`
qΣpIqDn´j,λpIq,s(5.29)
for all j ě 1.
Fix a composition β “ pβ1, . . . , βpq of n into positive parts. A β-shuffle is a shuffle of the
decreasing sequences
pβ1, . . . , 2, 1q, pβ1 ` β2, . . . , β1 ` 1q, . . . , pn, n´ 1, . . . , n´ βp ` 1q,
of lengths β1, β2, . . . , βp, respectively. Let SECI
β
n,λ,s be the set of ϕ P SECIn,λ,s such that
rwpϕq is a β-shuffle. For convenience of notation, let j :“ β1 so that β “ pj, β2, . . . , βpq.
Observe that if ϕ P SECIβn,λ,s, then the cells labeled with 1, 2, . . . , j are in distinct columns,
and hence each of the labels 1, 2, . . . , j is either in the top-most cell in its column or a
basement label.
Proof of Theorem 5.13. Following the strategy in [16, pp. 878], Dn,λ,s is the unique symmet-
ric function such that for any composition β “ pj, β2, β3, . . . , βpq of n into positive parts,
xDn,λ,s, ejpxqeβ2pxqeβ3pxq ¨ ¨ ¨ eβppxqy “
ÿ
ϕPSECIβn,λ,s
qinvpϕq.(5.30)
By the definition of eKj , (5.30) is equivalent to
xeKj Dn,λ,s, eβ2pxq ¨ ¨ ¨ eβppxqy “
ÿ
ϕPSECIβn,λ,s
qinvpϕq.(5.31)
Since elementary symmetric functions form a basis of symmetric functions, then (5.29) is
equivalent to the identity
xeKj Dn,λ,s, eβ2pxnq ¨ ¨ ¨ eβppxnqy “
ÿ
IPIjs
qΣpIq xDn´j,λpIq,s, eβ2pxnq ¨ ¨ ¨ eβppxnqy,(5.32)
which can be rewritten as the identityÿ
ϕPSECIβn,λ,s
qinvpϕq “
ÿ
IPIjs
ÿ
ϕPSECIβ1
n´j,λpIq,s
qΣpIq`invpϕq,(5.33)
where β1 :“ pβ2, . . . , βpq.
The identity (5.33) has a simple bijective proof, as follows. Let ϕ P SECIβn,λ,s, and let
i1 ` 1, . . . , ij ` 1 be the columns of ϕ containing j, j ´ 1, . . . , 1, respectively, and let I “
pi1, . . . , ijq P Ijs . Let αI be the composition defined by
αIi “
#
λi ´ 1 if i` 1 P I
λi if i` 1 R I .(5.34)
Let ϕ1 P SECIβ1
n´j,αI ,s be the extended column-increasing filling obtained from ϕ by removing
cells labeled 1, . . . , j and then standardizing the remaining labels to the set rn´js. The map
sending ϕ to pI, ϕ1q is a bijection between SECIβn,λ,s and tpI, ϕ1q : I P Ijs , ϕ1 P SECIβ
1
n´j,αI ,su.
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Recall that 1, . . . , j appear in rwpϕq in decreasing order, so each label h ď j is in column
ij´h`1 ` 1. Each h ď j which is a label in σpϕq forms a diagonal inversion with each of the
other cells in its row to its left, hence it contributes ij´h`1 to invpϕq. For each label h ď j
which is the label of a basement cell pa, bq of ϕ, h does not form any inversions of type (I2).
Therefore, the contribution of h to invpϕq is the number of inversions of type (I3) of the
form pi, pa, bqq, which is ij´h`1. Hence, we have invpϕq “ ΣpIq ` invpϕ1q.
Using the bijection above, we haveÿ
ϕPSECIβn,λ,s
qinvpϕq “
ÿ
IPIjs
ÿ
ϕPSECIβ1
n´j,αI ,s
qΣpIq`invpϕq.(5.35)
For each I P Ijs , we have sortpαIq “ λpIq by the definitions of αI and λpIq. By Lemma 5.15,ÿ
ϕPSECI
n´j,αI ,s
qinvpϕqxϕ “ Dn´j,λpIq,s.(5.36)
Taking the inner product of both sides of (5.36) with eβ2pxq ¨ ¨ ¨ eβppxq, we haveÿ
ϕPSECIβ1
n´j,αI ,s
qinvpϕq “
ÿ
ϕPSECIβ1
n´j,λpIq,s
qinvpϕq.(5.37)
Hence, (5.33) follows by combining (5.35) with (5.37), which completes the proof. 
6. Applications to rank varieties
In this section, we apply our results on the rings Rn,λ,s to the geometry of rank varieties.
In particular, we show that the ring Rn,λ defined in the Introduction is the coordinate ring
of the scheme-theoretic intersection of a rank variety with diagonal matrices. We then
find a monomial basis for Rn,λ. Furthermore, we compute the Hilbert series and Frobenius
characteristic of Rn,λ in terms of the inversion statistic on extended column-increasing fillings.
We will show that each of these formulas for Rn,λ is a “limit” as sÑ 8 of the corresponding
formula for Rn,λ,s.
Let gln be the space of nˆ n matrices over Q. Let xi,j for 1 ď i, j ď n be the coordinate
functions corresponding to the entries of an n ˆ n matrix. Then the coordinate ring of gln
is Qrglns “ Qrxi,js.
For λ $ n, let Oλ Ď gln be the conjugacy class of nilpotent n ˆ n matrices over Q whose
Jordan canonical form has block sizes recorded by λ. Let Oλ be the closure of Oλ in gln in
the Zariski topology. The set of diagonal matrices t is the variety defined by the ideal
Iptq “ xxi,j : i ‰ jy.(6.1)
The scheme-theoretic intersection of the varieties Oλ and t is the affine scheme whose coor-
dinate ring is defined by the sum of the defining ideals of Oλ and t,
QrOλ X ts :“ Qrxi,js
IpOλq ` Iptq .(6.2)
The symmetric group Sn of permutation matrices acts by conjugation on t, which descends
to an action of Sn on QrOλ X ts. Observe that the variables xi,i generate this coordinate
ring. Reindexing the generators xi,i of QrOλ X ts by xi, then Sn acts by permuting the xi
variables.
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Motivated by work of Kostant [18] on the coinvariant algebra, Kraft [19] conjectured that
the coordinate ring (6.2) is isomorphic to the cohomology ring of a Springer fiber. De Concini
and Procesi [5] proved Kraft’s conjecture. Tanisaki [29] then simplified the arguments of De
Concini and Procesi and further proved that these rings have the explicit presentation as the
quotient ring Rλ “ Rn,λ,`pλq, as defined in Section 1.
Let Flpnq be the complete flag variety of flags V‚ “ pV1 Ď V2 Ď ¨ ¨ ¨ Ď Vnq, where Vi is
an i-dimensional complex vector subspace of Cn for each i. Given a matrix X P Oλ, the
Springer fiber of X is
FX :“ tV‚ P Flpnq : XVi Ď Vi, 1 ď i ď nu.(6.3)
The Springer fiber gets its name from the fact that it is the fiber over X of the Springer reso-
lution of the nilpotent cone, see for example [2]. If X,X 1 P Oλ, then we have an isomorphism
of varieties FX – FX 1 . We denote by Fλ the Springer fiber of any X P Oλ.
In [28], Springer proved that there is an action of Sn on the cohomology ring H
˚pFλ;Qq,
even though Sn does not act directly on the space Fλ. Furthermore, Springer proved that
these graded representations have the remarkable property that the top nonvanishing coho-
mology group H2npλqpFλ;Qq is isomorphic to an irreducible representation of Sn, and that
all irreducible representations of Sn appear in this manner. It is well known that Fλ has
no nontrivial odd cohomology groups [17], so we consider H˚pFλ;Qq as a graded ring by
declaring that the ith graded piece is H2ipFλ;Qq. Therefore, H˚pFλ;Qq has the structure of
a graded Sn-module. Since Springer’s construction of this symmetric group module action,
much work has been done to understand the combinatorics and geometry of Springer fibers
and their generalizations, the Hessenberg varieties [8, 9, 26, 30, 31, 32].
Theorem 6.1 ([5, 29]). We have isomorphisms of graded rings and Sn-modules
Rλ – QrOλ1 X ts – H˚pFλ;Qq,(6.4)
where Sn acts on H
˚pFλ;Qq via Springer’s representation tensored with the sign representa-
tion.
In [7], Eisenbud and Saltman study varieties generalizing the varieties Oλ. These varieties
are the main focus of this section.
Definition 6.2. Let k ď n, and let λ $ k. The Eisenbud-Saltman rank variety is the variety
On,λ :“ tX P gln : dim kerXd ě λ11 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` λ1d, d “ 1, 2, . . . , nu(6.5)
“ tX P gln : rkpXdq ď pn´ kq ` pnn´dpλq, d “ 1, 2, . . . , nu.(6.6)
The variety On,λ is the same as Xr defined in [7], where r is the rank function rpdq “
pn ´ kq ` pnn´dpλq. Eisenbud and Saltman proved that rank varieties are Gorenstein and
normal with rational singularities [7, Theorem 1]. When n “ k, we have On,λ “ Oλ. When
n ą k, then On,λ contains matrices which are not nilpotent. In particular, the variety On,λ
contains all block diagonal matrices of the form
Xλ ‘ An´k “
„
Xλ 0
0 An´k

(6.7)
where Xλ P Oλ Ď glk and An´k P gln´k, as well as any matrix which is conjugate to a matrix
in this form.
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One can compute the defining ideal of On,λ as the radical of the ideal generated by the
(pn ´ kq ` pnn´dpλq ` 1)-minors of Xd for d ě 1. A more explicit description of the defining
ideal was conjectured by Eisenbud-Saltman [7] and proven by Weyman [33], which we state
next. For an integer m, let
ŹmptI ´Xq be the exterior power of the matrix tI ´X, where
I is the identity matrix. Recall that the entries of the exterior power are the mˆm minors
of tI ´ X, each of which is a polynomial in t and the variables xi,j. Let fmd be the matrix
of coefficients of tm´d in
ŹmptI ´Xq, and let Ipfmd q be the ideal generated by the entries of
fmd . Note that f
m
d is the same as λ
m
d in [7], which is the same as Vn´m,d in [33].
Theorem 6.3 ([33]). The ideal IpOn,λ1q is the sum of the ideals Ipfmd q for d and m which
satisfy d ą m´ pnmpλq.
Recall the ideals In,λ and rings Rn,λ introduced in Section 1,
In,λ :“ xedpSq : S Ď xn, d ą |S| ´ pn|S|pλqy(6.8)
Rn,λ :“ Qrxns{In,λ.(6.9)
We have the following corollary of Theorem 6.3
Corollary 6.4. We have an isomorphism of graded rings,
Rn,λ – QrOn,λ1 X ts,(6.10)
where the right-hand side is the coordinate ring of the scheme-theoretic intersection, and the
isomorphism is given by mapping xi to xi,i.
Proof. By Theorem 6.3,
QrOn,λ1 X ts “ Qrxi,js
Ipfmd : d ą m´ pnmpλqq ` Iptq
.(6.11)
Recall that fmd is the matrix of coefficients of t
m´d in
ŹmptI ´Xq. Observe that any mˆm
minor of tI ´ X which is not a principal minor is contained in Iptq. Furthermore, given
A Ď rns of size m, the principal minor of tI ´ X with row and column set A is equivalent
modulo Iptq to
mÿ
d“0
p´1qd edptxi,i : i P Auq tm´d.(6.12)
Hence, we have
QrOn,λ1 X ts – Qrxi,isxedptxi,i : i P Auq : A Ď rns, d ą |A| ´ pn|A|pλqy
.(6.13)
Identifying xi,i with xi completes the proof. 
Recall that βjpλq “ p0, 1, . . . , λ1j ´ 1q for 1 ď j ď λ1. Define an pn, λq-staircase to
be a shuffle of β1pλq, β2pλq, . . . , βλ1pλq, and p8n´kq, which is the sequence consisting of 8
repeated n´k many times. Given α a weak composition of length n and β an pn, λq-staircase,
we say α is contained in β if αi ď βi for all i. Let Cn,λ be the set of weak compositions with
finite integer parts
Cn,λ :“ tα “ pα1, . . . , αnq : α Ď β for some pn, λq-staircase βu.(6.14)
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For example if n “ 3 and λ “ p1, 1q, then C3,p1,1q is the set of compositions of the form
p0, 0, aq, p0, a, 0q, pa, 0, 0q, p0, 1, aq, p0, a, 1q, pa, 0, 1q,(6.15)
ranging over all integers 0 ď a ă 8. Let
An,λ :“ txαn : α P Cn,λu.(6.16)
Theorem 6.5. The set An,λ represents a basis of Rn,λ – QrOn,λ1 X ts.
Proof. Observe that for d ě 0, the degree d components of Rn,λ,d`1 and Rn,λ coincide, since
the xd`1i generators of In,λ,d`1 are in degree d` 1. By Theorem 3.17, the set
txαn : α P Cn,λ,d`1, α1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αn “ du(6.17)
represents a basis of the degree d component of Rn,λ,d`1, and hence also for the degree d
component of Rn,λ. Observe that the set (6.17) is equal to
txαn : α P Cn,λ, α1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αn “ du,(6.18)
which is the subset of An,λ consisting of degree d monomials. Hence, we have that An,λ
represents a basis for Rn,λ. 
Let
ECIn,λ :“
ď
sě`pλq
ECIn,λ,s,(6.19)
SECIn,λ :“
ď
sě`pλq
SECIn,λ,s,(6.20)
where we identify ϕ P ECIn,λ,s with the extended column-increasing filling in ECIn,λ,s`1
obtained by appending an empty ps` 1qth column to ϕ. We similarly identify each element
of SECIn,λ,s with its counterpart in SECIn,λ,s`1. Observe that for each ϕ P ECIn,λ,s, the
statistic invpϕq does not depend on the parameter s. Hence, we may consider inv to be a
statistic on elements of ECIn,λ. Note that this is not true for the statistic dinv, which is why
our formulas below are only stated in terms of inv.
Theorem 6.6. For any k ď n and λ $ k,
FrobqpRn,λq “ FrobqpQrOn,λ1 X tsq “
ÿ
ϕPECIn,λ
qinvpϕqxϕ.(6.21)
Proof. The first equality in (6.21) follows by Corollary 6.4, so it suffices to show the left-most
side and right-most side of (6.21) are equal. Recall that for d ě 0, the degree d components
of Rn,λ,d`1 and Rn,λ coincide. Combining this with Theorem 5.13, we have
rqdsFrobqpRn,λq “ rqdsFrobqpRn,λ,d`1q “
ÿ
ϕPECIn,λ,d`1,
invpϕq“d
xϕ.(6.22)
Observe that for s ą d`1, each element ϕ P ECIn,λ,s Ď ECIn,λ which is not identified with
an element of ECIn,λ,d`1 must have a basement cell in some column to the right of column
d` 1. Hence, each of these fillings ϕ has invpϕq ą d. Therefore,ÿ
ϕPECIn,λ,d`1,
invpϕq“d
xϕ “
ÿ
ϕPECIn,λ,
invpϕq“d
xϕ “ rqds
ÿ
ϕPECIn,λ
qinvpϕqxϕ.(6.23)
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Combining (6.22) and (6.23), the qd coefficients of the left-most side and the right-most side
of (6.21) are equal for all d ě 0, hence (6.21) follows. 
We have the following two corollaries of Theorem 6.6. The first follows from Theorem 6.6
by the same argument as in the proof of Corollary 5.11, and the second follows by apply-
ing (2.12) to V “ Rn,λ.
Corollary 6.7. We have
FrobqpRn,λq “ FrobqpQrOn,λ1 X tsq “
ÿ
ϕPSECIn,λ
qinvpϕqFn,iDesprwpϕqqpxq.(6.24)
Corollary 6.8. We have
HilbqpRn,λq “ HilbqpQrOn,λ1 X tsq “
ÿ
ϕPSECIn,λ
qinvpϕq.(6.25)
7. Final remarks
Many of our formulas for FrobqpRn,λ,sq are not stable under taking the limit as s Ñ 8.
This includes the formula in Theorem 5.13 in terms of the dinv statistic, our Hall-Littlewood
formula (1.30), and the formula in Theorem 4.13. In fact, the only formulas in this article
which are stable under taking the limit sÑ 8 are in terms of the inv statistic on extended
column-increasing fillings.
Problem 1. Find other formulas for FrobqpRn,λ,sq which yield formulas for FrobqpRn,λq upon
letting s approach infinity.
As we mentioned in the introduction, a Gro¨bner basis of the ideal In,k in terms of De-
mazure characters was given by Haglund, Rhoades, and Shimozono [16]. To our knowledge,
a complete description of Gro¨bner basis of the ideals Iλ is not know.
Problem 2. Find a Gro¨bner basis for the ideals In,λ,s in terms of a generalization of De-
mazure characters. Computer computations suggest that a Gro¨bner basis for In,λ,s in terms
of Demazure characters exists for n ď 6 and s “ `pλq. However, this does not appear to
hold for n ą 6.
Recall that the family of rings Rn,λ,s generalize the cohomology rings of Springer fibers Rλ
and the generalized coinvariant rings Rn,k of Haglund-Rhoades-Shimozono [16]. Pawlowski
and Rhoades [23] proved that Rn,k is isomorphic to the rational cohomology ring of a space
of spanning line arrangements in Ck.
Problem 3. Find a variety Xn,λ,s whose rational cohomology ring is isomorphic to Rn,λ,s.
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